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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The present report builds upon and further expands the previous Historic Building Report and
Condition Survey – Bender Fortress (February 2018) prepared by the Twinning Short Term
Expert Roberto Leone, following a visit to Bender on 8 December 2017. This report outlined
initial findings concerning the conservation and enhancement needs of the Fortress. Two
additional medium-term experts – Marta Gnone and Keoma Ambrogio - and the Resident
Twinning Advisor have been involved in the follow up of this preliminary examination, under
activities 3.5 and 3.6, upon agreement with the Task Manager of the Twinning Project.
A field visit has been carried out on 27th January 2019 accompanied by technical staff of the CBM
Programme – UNDP office in Chisinau.
The field visit has confirmed the preliminary findings of the 2017 field visit, however, thanks to
enhanced accessibility to the whole perimeter of the fortress, it has become clear that also the
octagonal tower and the bastion below suffer from structural problems which need being
further investigated and are to be prioritized
On 27th January it has also been possible to explore at least part of the imposing outer bastions
and the moat of the Bender fortified complex. They appear altogether largely preserved
although in need of maintenance and localized conservation interventions: the whole area
exhibits great potential from a cultural tourism perspective and could become an urban historic
park and an important cultural point of interest for Bender city citizens’ leisure time and visitors
alike. This potential has to be carefully safeguarded through the recognition of its cultural –
historic character its vulnerabilities, and sensitivity, especially to piecemeal transformations
and developments, that might jeopardize its historic layout, its landscape setting, which is
integral to the historic - cultural significance of the Fortress as an important defensive
stronghold.
ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED
The field visit has allowed also to verify that development initiatives are progressing fast in the
Bender Fortress area: a new hotel has been completed since last year, a new gate access to
the Bender historic complex has been built, one church seems to be newly built, whilst the
other – the Nievski Church - has been extensively renovated/ reconstructed after 2007.
Considering the urban scale of the fortified complex and the progressive withdrawal of military
functions, it is crucial that an overall detailed plan for the area is elaborated in advance, in order
to ensure that any development within the area is in line with the qualities of this important
monument and does not impact negatively on it and does not compromise its potential from a
visitation point of view.
LONG TERM STRATEGY
Given the sheer size of the fortress, it is evident that only a multi-phased strategy based on a
multi-annual general strategic plan and several operational detailed plans can achieve the
goal of the recovery, conservation and promotion of the entire fortified complex. The amount
of funds for the rehabilitation and enhancement of the whole complex has to be fully assessed
but it might easily exceed 10 million euros. Strategies to secure funds in the medium term are
to be put in place to guarantee that the investment made on the inner fortress is capitalized.
Funds and strategies to ensure that ordinary maintenance will be implemented to the oncerestored inner fortress are to be thought out at this stage.
It appears more than advisable allocating a portion of the EU - CBM Programme currently
earmarked for Bender Fortress to elaborate a full – fledged masterplan for the entire fortress
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including the outer bastions and the area still under the military control, so as to be prepared
in advance to regulate any form of development and use, to accompany the progressive
withdrawal of the Military. An initial exercise has been initiated in the past, since a map with a
preliminary assessment of the cultural significance of the structures still in the military area
already exists. This work needs to be completed and can form the basis for the Masterplan.
STEPS RELATED TO THE EU FUNDS WITHIN EU CBM programme 2019
However, the task of the Twinning group concerns the identification of the priorities of
intervention within the EU allocated funds amounting 1.690 million euros, which can cover
only a part of the conservation and enhancement needs of the inner and most ancient part of
the Bender Fortress.
Following the field visit and preliminary visual inspection made on 27thJanuary 2019, the team
has identified priorities of intervention and has assessed the extent and scope of investigations
and documentation to be prepared as a basis for a sound conservation project.
PRIORITY DOCUMENTATION NEEDED
The team has identified the basic documentation needs for carrying out the analysis of the
conditions of the complex and subsequently the conservation project.
A raster version of the plan of a topographic survey carried out in 2008 has been shared: it
would be crucial to obtain the vectoral file of the topographic survey as a basis for the
architectural geometric and for the photogrammetric survey of the architectural surfaces of the
inner complex.
In case these data cannot be collected, the preparation of the following documentation has to
be prioritized:
-

Topographic survey
Photogrammetric survey
Integration with metric / architectural survey to little accessible/ visible parts of the
complex and architectural details
Complete photographic survey

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF PRIORITY OF INTERVENTION
In light of the current state of knowledge, interventions that are considered essential for the
conservation of the asset and to ensure a suitable use are identified in order of priority. The
Technical expertise must verify the actual possibility of execution of the necessary
consolidation interventions within the present financing lot and will have to assess the potential
need for additional financial resources for the completion of the consolidation works.
1. Structural consolidation of compromised elements
The first phase of the works will necessarily address a series of security problems related to
fissuring and collapse mechanisms of the masonry structures.
In particular, from this first analysis, they are identified as urgent to deepen and then intervene
the following situations:
- Spur between towers B2 and B5, general consolidation of the wall and the ground;
- Tunnel B8, securing the settlements of access vaults;
- Water tower, consolidation of the cornice;
- Tower A6 (the in-depth study could also reduce the priority of this intervention to a problem
of simple maintenance)
2. securing / shoring of vulnerable structures
With regard to the A2, A4 and B3 towers and the sections of walls that have not yet been
restored/ reconstructed yet, the problem arises of guaranteeing in the first instance the security
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conditions of the building with interventions for the consolidation of parts in detachment,
shoring or arrangement of architraves, removal of weeds, etc.
In particular, since no new roofs are envisaged at this stage, the masonry ridge protection
interventions should be provided.
3. Verification of the functionality of the drainage system
In the past some works to facilitate the drainage of rainwater within the fortress have been
carried out. It would be important to understand where these works were implemented, assess
the functionality of the system and assess as well where the lack or malfunctioning of the
drainage system is causing decay problems. As a matter of fact, the fortress has been
exposed for centuries to weathering and it has withstood the exposure to natural environment
acceptably, overall. Therefore, before undertaking extensive works for the draining of
rainwater, it is essential to understand what is needed, what is in place already, what are the
maintenance and upgrade needs, in relation to the detected degradation problems and their
potential causes.
4. Conservation of architectural surfaces
Secondly, compared to the above-mentioned interventions that have a priority for the safety
of the building and of the users, there is the need to address all maintenance interventions for
the preservation of the walls that involve the following works already described in point 3.2:
- integration of structural discontinuities;
- pointing and sealing of facing surface joints.
5. securing the visitation route
In order to guarantee a renewed accessibility to the upper perimeter walkway, it will be
possible to anticipate the resolution of security problems regarding the section between the
A1 tower and the A5 tower on the east side, which has already been restored on the front of
the walls.
Given the priority execution of the works referred to in points 1 and 2, consider the opportunity
to realize the safeguard interventions for the safety of accessibility of the spur between towers
B2 and B5. In this way, it will be possible to open a view route around the citadel. In addition,
this route can be connected to a further route from the water tower to the lower fortress and
then continue towards the B8 tunnel and climb around the citadel, so as to guarantee a ringshaped tour of the fort.
At the same time a night-time lighting system might be installed, which may satisfy both the
need of the public (even during periods of darkness) and the need to enhance the fort in its
landscape setting.
6. Aesthetic mitigation of previous interventions
Based on a careful allocation of funds and assessment of the costs of the priority interventions,
and considering the treatments referred to in point 3, it will be necessary to assess the
feasibility to perform the aesthetic mitigation interventions of the previous integrations of the
towers with not fully appropriate materials.
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1. AIM OF THE DOCUMENT
The present report has been prepared to support the EU Confidence Building Measure
Programme under the coordination of the European Union Delegation in the Republic of
Moldova. It aims to ensure that sound principles for cultural heritage conservation and
promotion are applied throughout the entire process of the conservation/ rehabilitation of the
Bender Fortress from the initial conception through the tender procedure to the implementation
and post- evaluation.
The tasks included basic assessment of conservation conditions, structural and functional
deficiencies, identification of missing documentation (e.g. geometric survey, historical and
archaeological investigation, geological probes, etc.), of the investigations necessary to
develop and implement the conservation project, of the documents to be produced for each
project phase and their content and organization, the profile and requirements of the
professionals to be involved in the diagnostic and in design phases, the preferable phasing of
the conservation/ rehabilitation/ reuse project for a good management of resources,
recommendations on tender procedure and selection criteria, requirements for the contractors
to be eligible for implementing the works, preliminary requirements for the periodic / preventive
maintenance plan. Basic inputs for the preliminary assessment of the costs of the diagnostic,
design and implementation phases.

The fact- finding section is based on existing documentary research and on one day inspection
at the Fortress, carried out in January 2019 but it also benefitted from the results of a previous
visit in December 2017 and of the Report prepared by Twinning Short term Expert Roberto
Leone between December 2017 and February 2018.
Based on the preliminary identification of the conditions and specificities of the Fortress, as
well as on the body of knowledge and principles elaborated within the discipline of architectural
conservation consolidated in methodological texts, charters and guidelines, the report
identifies the steps to be undertaken to elaborate a conservation project for the inner part of
the Fortress based on the availability of funds allocated by CBM Programme (1,8 million euros)
and the principles and requirements to be respected to guarantee a final result with good
quality and the correct expenditure of the public funds allocated for this tasks.The preparation
of this document has been based on several documents but it is worth mentioning here at
least one - European Quality Principles for Cultural Heritage Interventions – prepared by
ICOMOS International under the mandate of the European Commission in the framework of
the Flagship Initiative of the European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018, “Cherishing heritage:
developing quality standards for EU-funded projects that have the potential to impact on
cultural heritage”. The document has been prepared “to provide guidance on quality principles
for all stakeholders directly or indirectly engaged in EU-funded heritage conservation and
management (i.e, European institutions, managing authorities, civil society and local
communities, private sector, and experts).” It contains several recommendations for all stages
of the use of EU- funds, from programming to expenditure.
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.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE
BENDER FORTRESS
2.1. Context description of the monument
2.1.1 Geographic and infrastructural context
The fortress of Bender is located north of the city centre of Bender/ Tighina, near the Dniester
river, on a slightly elevated position, a location which has taken the name from the Citadel
(photo 1). The outer perimeter partly follows the banks of the river to continue inside the
plateau to protect the central fortified nucleus (photo 2-3). The fortified complex is located in
a peripheral area characterized by the presence of partially disused industrial buildings and
by a military settlement within the outer boundaries of the fortress (photo 4-5)

Photo 01 - The Fortresso of Bender from google map

Photo 02 - The Citadel from the entrance

Photo 03 - The lower fortress
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Photo 04 - Military area

Photo 05 - Industrial buildings back of the Citadel

The industrial area is located in the northern sector and partially insists on a section of the
External fortress, for about 400 m (including 3 bastions). The military area, which is under
progressive phasing out, occupies the central and southern area west of the Citadel. Beyond
the riverbed, the wider landscape setting is predominantly agricultural-rural.
The main entrance is located south of the complex, from Strada Panin (photo 6).
RISK
The presence of industries with tall chimneys and semi-abandoned buildings to the north of the citadel
(in any case inside de perimeter of the External fortress) generates a negative visual interference that
partially reduces the cultural values of the site. The most compromised views are those from the river;
those from the internal patrol walk of thr Citadel, towards the north towers; and from the Lower fortress
to the octagonal tower (photo 7).

Photo 06 - The main entrance, with the new monumental door (not
existing before 2018) and the hotel/restauran in the back

Photo 07 - Industrial buildings back of the Citadel towers from the
interior yard

The Centre of Tighina, with its Historical Museum and other attractions, can be reached either
on foot or by bike within a few minutes (2 km). Along the Dniester there is an amusement park
and another park is located on the west, along the access road to the city, from Chisinau.
Tighina is located 12 km from Tiraspol and is 60 km from Chisinau and 120 km from Odessa,
where the nearest international airports are located and from where the fortress can be
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reached by car on convenient road with a maximum of 2 hours trip (if Odessa is chosen,
slightly less from Chisinau).
Tighina is connected to these three cities also by railway lines, with a maximum of 3h of
distance to Odessa, although train trips are not frequent.
The route from the train station (Bender 2) to the entrance of the Fortress is about 25 minutes
on foot on fast highway, not very comfortable to be walked through or ridden by bike.
RISK
Substantial impossibility to reach the fortress by public transport.
Sustainable tourism is not guaranteed – initiatives to be undertaken.
POTENTIAL
Possibility to include the visit to the fortress in a museum circuit connected with the Museum of History
of Tighina.
Possibility to insert the external areas (bastions and the low fortress) in a green circuit connected to the
river and to the amusement park along the Dniestr.

2.1.2. Brief description of the fortress
The fortress of Bender (Tighina) is an architectural complex that occupies an area of about 70
ha.
It encompasses several built elements that can be grouped together (see tables 01 and table
02) on building complextes:
• Citadel (A)
• Lower fortress and casemates/ caponiers (B)
• Outer fortress (C)

2.1.2.1 The Citadel (A)
The Citadel corresponds to the oldest quadrangular nucleus of the fortress (1538-41) for an
average length of 80 m and an average width of 53 m., and an area of about 9,000 m2. (photo
8-9- 10-11-12-13)
It is characterized by the presence of 4 towers placed at the corners, of which 3 are circular
(photo 14) and 1 octagonal (photo 15) in shape and 4 quadrangular towers (photo 16) placed
in the middle of each side. The south tower (photo 17) is the only access to the court of the
Citadel, it is distinct from the other ones because it housed at the first floor a small mosque
(photo 18), in addition to the lifting system of the door or closing grilles. All towers are between
10 and 12 meters high (excluding parapets and battlements of about 2 meters), and have a
compartment on the ground floor (with the exception of the entrance tower), a room on the
first level (photo 19), in correspondence of the parapet walk, equipped with chimneys (photo
20), and a upper level characterized by merlons which are today covered by new roofing
structures (photo 21) .The quadrangular towers are accessible (except for the one to the east)
through wooden ladders, integrated into the defensive curtain system. The ground floors of
the corner towers are accessible from the central courtyard only. The first floor can be
accessed through the parapet walk (photo 22), the second level under the roof is accessible
via an internal staircase integrated into the perimeter wall (photo 23). All the towers had their
floor levels and structures (photo 24) and the roof completely rebuilt after 2008 with reinforced
11
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concrete supports, metal structure and covered with shingles (photo 25). The shape of the
roofs, inspired by lithographs and eighteenth-century paintings, have been rebuilt with a
conical spine with different inclinations.
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Table 01 - Bender Fortress and his different components as are indicatede in this brief
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Table 02 - Plan of the Citadel and Lower fortress with numbering of different elements as they are called in the text

Photo 08 - The Citadel and the watch tower from the south

Photo 09 -The Citadel from the north side (2018, bedfore recent
demolition of little military buildings by the side of the curtain wall)

Photo 10 - The Citadel, interior yard looking to north

Photo 11 - The Citadel, interior yard looking to west

Photo 12 - The Citadel, interior yard looking to south at the entrance
tower

Photo 13 - The Citadel, interior yard looking the museum

The towers are connected by a curtain wall, about 6 m high, and an average thickness of 2.5
m, on the top of which a parapet walk has been obtained on the top of the internal side of the
curtain wall with no parapet and the partially reconstructed exterior battlements (average
height of 2 m).
The large parade ground of the Citadel (about 110 m by 70 m) -now a green lawn with a recent
sidewalk in the centre - houses a building located on the northwest corner with a rectangular
plan and a two-pitched roof (photo 26). Inside, the building exhibits a large compartment
15
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covered by a stone vault (photo 27). From information received during the inspection it
appears that there is a further level below the current surface of the parade ground, covered
by vault, which is not accessible today.

Photo 14 - Circula tower

Photo 15 - Octogonal tower

Photo 16 - Rectangular tower with piramidal stairs

Photo 17 - The entrance tower of the Citadel

Photo 18 - The little mosque inside the first floor of the entrance tower

Photo 19 - First level of a tower, with stairs integrated in the wall

Photo 20 - Example of a chimney in the towers
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Photo 21 - Last level of a tower under the new roof, with merlons

Photo 22 - Parapet walk over the curtain wall of the Citadel

Photo 23 - A stair, integrated in the wall of a tower

Photo 24 - New orizontal floor mixed in wood and iron

Photo 26 - The building where is the museum of the fort
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Photo 25 - A new iron roof of a tower

Photo 27 - The interior vault of the museum

Additionally, a geo-radar analysis was mentioned, however this was not made available, there
would be two other levels that would connect to the Lower fortress.
Most walls are made out of roughly worked ashlar, with brick insertions, in some cases also
with decorative value (e.g., towers to the west). it is possible to recognize, in the vertical
development of the towers, probable remakes, which are recognisable by the different size of
the segments and equipment.

2.1.2.2 Lower fortress and casemates / caponiers (B)
under the general name of Lower fortress, historical researchers intend an articulated level of
defensive systems that can be traced back to two main historical moments.
The most ancient phase corresponds to the second nucleus, in the temporal order, of the
quadrangular fortification with the moat and the circular towers (1584).
Between the nucleus and the Citadel, on the east side, there is a second defensive system
(1791) that includes a high wall supporting the embankment of the citadel) that goes from the
south moat up to the B9 bastion.
Only one third of the 16th-century defensive system is visible today, on the east section.
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Photo 28 - The moat viewed from the entrance bridge.

The southern section of the moat section (photo 28) is still visible today, from the watchtower
(B1, photo 29) to the entrance to the valley (B6, photo 30). The lower wall is characterized by
the presence of 4 towers: two semi-towers one to the south (B5) and one to the north (B2,
photo 31) and two towers to the east, a circular one at the corner (B3, photo 32) and the other
polygonal one at the centre of the wall (B4) (photo 33-34). These last two, about 7 m high
(excluding the parapet with merlons of about 2 m) are similar to those of the citadel.
The tower B3 in a ruin and has no ceiling or roofing (photo 35), while the tower B4 has been
restored (photo 36) with the insertion of new floors and of a similar roofing as that used in the
intervention on the A1 tower. The ground floors of the towers are at a lower level than the
entire lower enceinte and are accessed by sloping tunnels from the square. To the south of
the city wall, there is an access door (B6). The surrounding wall, about 4.5 m high on its
external side and 2.5 m on its internal face, has no walkway, as the height of the slots can be
accessed directly from the floor of the internal courtyard.

Photo 29 - The watch tower over the Lower fortress

Photo 30 - Lower fortress, the entrance B6 from above
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Photo 31 - The little tower B2 of the Lower fortress

Photo 33 - Lower fortress, the
tower B4 from the river

Photo 32 - The tower B3 of the Lower fortress, from the exterior

Photo 34 - Lower fortress, the tower B4 from the interior part

Photo 35 - The interior of B4 tower

Photo 39 - The butter under the
rampart

Photo 36 - The tower B3 of the Lower fortress from the interior
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Photo 37 - The rampart of the Lower fortress from the top

Photo 38 - The rampart of the Lower fortress from above

From a construction point of view, in general, the walls and the equipment are similar to those
of the citadel, although some integrations and remakes, perhaps from different periods, built
with irregular stones and squared stones a visible.
The eighteenth-century defensive system constitutes a sort of earth-retaining wall to support
the upper embankment (photo 37-38). The difference between the upper ground level and the
lower court level is about 13 m, however the wall rises up from the ground for about 10 m due
to sloping ground. On the tip of the bastion there is a rampart in masonry and earth, in simple
support, which serves as reinforcement of the Citadel (photo 39). Beyond the B2 tower, the
wall continues up to the partially surviving B9 rampart, connecting a tunnel (photo 40) between
the lower area, towards the river, and the interior of the fortress area is also present. This wall
is constituted, as it can be inferred from the collapse, by a nucleus in irregular blocks and a
covering in semi-squared ashlars.

Photo 40 - The connection tunnel B8

Photo 41 - The caponiers B10
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Photo 42 - The litlle caponier B11

Photo 43 - The interior of caponiers B10

In the area of the lower ground there is a caponier (B10) (photo 41), presumably dating back
to 1860. Another one is located further north (B11) (photo 42). The caponiers are built in brick
and stone blocks with brick vaulted structures that support the filling in the upper ground.
Inside, they present interesting spaces (photo 43) with narrow corridors and large
interconnected vaulted rooms. .

2.1.2.3 External fortress (C)
The external fortress (C) corresponds to the 1617 defensive system and it is formed by a large
area surrounding the citadel and the lower fortress, characterized by the presence of bulwark
(photo 44-45) and a wide moat, for a perimeter of about 1.8 km. The structure consists of6 bastions
in the corners (not all visible today) and 4 half bastions along the sides. The southern and western
bastions were completed with 19th century casemates (photo 46) to house the defensive cannons.
Part of the stretch to the north and north-east is partially buried or suppressed as a result of the
establishment of industrial buildings.
The moat, which is between 7 and 12 meters deep, is characterized by high squared walls on the
side of the fortress and by irregular stone walls on the outside. Above the walls of the fortress, a
high earth embankment completes the defensive system. Within the perimeter there are
numerous transversal volumes, similar to the caponiers.
There are several access gates to the walls of which the main one is the south one recently rebuilt.
Inside the area there are several historical and recent buildings - see table in Annex C2 "The circuit
arrangement ... (2016)" - among which we highlight the church of A. Nievsky (recently renovated),
(photo 47) and some buildings in the industrial area.
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Photo 44 - The external fortress, te moat

Photo 45 - The external fortress, bulwark

Photo 46 - The external fortress, the gunport

Photo 47 - The Church of A. Nievksky

Note: for the metric data of the individual component elements, refer to the two tables attached
to the A.V. Kraznozhon (2010)

2.1.3. Historical aspects
The current state of the art of the historical development of the foundation and the
transformations of the fortress over the centuries is presented in other documents annexed,
including "Report historic building condition survey - Bender Fortress n. 01 - Assessment
report 9/02/2018", to the present report and therefore it has been decided not to repeat their
content. . Here only a schematic summary of the significant moments of construction and
transformation of the fort are presented.
Foundation. there is no unanimity on the first foundation of the fortress, which therefore
remains to be investigated.
1538-1541. With the conquest by the Ottomans of the city of Tighina, the Citadel was built.
1584. Construction of the lower fortress to improve the defensive conditions of the Citadel,
with a wide moat around the north, south and west sides.
1617-1619. Building of the external fortress with the ramparts.
1791-1794. Modernization of the fortress with interventions to external sticks and construction
(perhaps on a previous wooden or stone fortification) of the side towards the river. A defensive
line is built between the citadel and the low fortress which continues northwards with the
formation of a mighty bastion (today partially disappeared).
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1820-1840. Interventions of defensive improvement and reinforcement of the external fortress.

Photo 48 - The ground floor of the octogonal tower with the Torture
museum

Photo 49 - The main entrance with the hotel

Photo 50 - The monumental park and the hotel

Nineteenth century. In this century, many structures were added to the fortress and they still
characterize the appearance of the fort and are used for military purposes.
Twentieth century. The citadel and the lower fortress remained out of use for a long time, the
rest of the fortress continued to house military activities and the immediate setting of the
fortress was partly occupied by development of an industrial area.
2008-2019. After this long period of neglect, as part of a general redevelopment and tourist
development plan, in 2008 began the large-scale reconstruction of the Citadel and partially of
the lower fortress, which continued in the autumn of 2013 when the second phase of the
reconstruction of the fortress took place, aimed in particular to revive the architectural complex
of the two access towers. The works aimed at reintegrating the disappeared elements
(battlements, roofs, attics and the half-masonry of the access tower) and were carried out by
simple addition to existing structures, thus remaining well distinguishable from the historic parts.
The morphological reconstruction of the roofs, with a characteristic pseudo-pyramidal shape
with a different inclination, has been inspired by paintings and lithographs.
In 2014, works began on the restoration of the lower part of the fortress, with the reconstruction
of the merlons in the moat and in the tower (B5 and B2), as well as with the reconstruction of
roof and floors of tower B4.
A series of interventions in the area between the Citadel and the south entrance come to an end
in 2018: demolition of the little building constructed against the city walls to the west of the
citadel, the opening of the crossing path, the reconstruction of the church of A. Nievsky and the
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construction of the chapel in memory of the Romanov family, the construction of the monumental
park of access to the citadel (photo 50),of the exhibition hall, construction of the access portal
(photo 49) and hotel with restaurant (photo 50).

2.1.3. Actual situation in relation to visitors’ enhancement
The Citadel has been given a tourist function It houses two museums:
•

the first is a sort of Museum of Torture (photo 48);

•

the second museum aims to make known the history of the Bender fortress (photo 27).
In 2012, a recently opened tourist souvenir shop was opened.

Since 2014, a shooting range has been created within the complex for tourists who want to
test themselves, as medieval warriors in the use of the bow and crossbow.
The fortress has an internet portal in Russian and, partially, in English, which contains
historical information on the site, operation and structure of the museum site, with indication
of rates, list of major events and events, as well as allowing you to book tourist visits to the
fort and to the context (http://www.bendery-fortress.com/en/about-us).

2.2. Available research and investigation
At the time of writing this document, the following documents have been provided and are
attached to the present report.
On the occasion of the inspection of 27/01/2019, information was given by the management
of the Museum about the existence of a geo-radar investigation carried out in parade ground
of the citadel, and of drainage interventions between the citadel and the fortress, but
documents and formal descriptions of those interventions are currently unavailable and will
have to be recovered.
From the historical report "On the future of the Tighina/ Bender ..." (Annex B2, p. 4)
archaeological excavations have been carried out by Ion Hincu in 1969. During these
excavations, the location of which is not precisely reported in the above-mentioned document,
residential complexes of various eras and the moat of the 16th century were found.
From the point of view of seismic risk, the Bender fortress is located in a geographic area
falling within 6 seismic index of the MSK scale.

2.2.1. Documents annexed to the report (see Attached Documents)
Annex A) Book
Bendery fortress. A living symbol of History, Tiraspol, 2018
Also to be considered:
Mariana Slapac, Cetăţie bastionare din Moldova, p. 127
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Annexes B) Manuscripts/Reports
B1) Report On measurement and architectural researches on Bendery fortress (Apryl-May
2010) – Ministry of education and science of Ukraine (English and Russian version with
pictures).
B2) On the Future of the Tighina/Bender Fortress – One of the most enigmatic medieval
Bastions in the Prut-Dniester region - National Museum of History of Moldova pubblicato on
line ICOMOS http://rcchd.icomos.org.ge/?l=E&m=4-4&JID=4&AID=34 (post. 2011).

Annexes C) Thematical maps
C1) plant with indications relating to a topographic citadel relief and low fortress (2008)
C2) altimetric map of the whole fortress (1988)
C3) metric map and proprietary boundaries produced by the municipality (2017)
C4) map showing historic buildings and modern buildings, with unexplained numerical
references (2016)

Annex D) Old maps
Photocopies of a series of historical maps from 1713 until the 19th century

Annex E) Lithographs and old photos

Annex F) Picture of the Bender fortress before recent intervention (soviet period)

Annex G) Project for general intervention on the fortress from 1983, with two maps

2.3. Preliminary observation concerning the cultural significance of
the Fortress
Below some preliminary considerations on the historic- cultural significance of the Fortress are
presented on the basis of the available literature. Further deepening of the significance and of
the values of Bender must be developed in the preliminary phase of the investigation (i.e. at
the Technical Expertise phase), through a thorough value – analysis and related character –
defining elements / attributes / heritage- value supporting features. Additionally, all buildings
and structures that may exhibit historical and cultural interest must be identified and mapped
and put in relation to the values expressed by the Fortress. this step is of utmost importance
because only when the cultural significance/values are properly identified, understood and
connected with the tangible and intangible features that make these values explicit, it is
possible to ensure that any project or intervention will respect them and avoid negative
impacts.
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The Bender fort is a significant testimony of the cultural heritage of European fortresses. its
specific significance resides in the historical permanence of the site, the articulation and the
size of the fortified complex and the high level of conservation of architectures belonging to
five centuries of its development. Its role can be related to that of other two forts that survives
in the very same geographical area between Moldova, Ukraine and Transnistria, e.g., the
fortress of Soroca and of Chotyn (photo 51-52), taking into account the disappearance of the
Orei fortress (which seemed to have been very similar to the plant of the citadel of Bender)
(photo 53). Further research and the development of a comparative framework can clarify and
better position Bender Fortress within the fortresses of the region in terms of role, significance
and integrity. Undoubtedly, it represents an important focus for cultural attractiveness.

Photo 51 - Soroca castle

Photo 52 - Chotyn castle

Photo 53 - Orei castle (conjectural reconstruction from http://www.casamare.md/ro/places/kreposti/krepost-orhei)
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To ensure that a correct conservation project is developed, it is essential to identify the
architectural characteristics that represent its material testimony having cultural and identity
value. Only through a process of knowledge acquisition about the fortress and its constructive
components, qualities, materials, transformations and vulnerabilities, it is possible to orient the
project and the intervention towards a correct conservation of the cultural characteristics of
the building. Following then a respectful conservation activity, it will then be possible to meet
the needs of enhancement and visitors’ interpretation.
Among the elements that characterize the macro scale of the asset, also thanks to the
historical research, it is possible to highlight the presence of a stratified system of fortifications
belonging to different eras. These different military stratifications (see point 2.1.2) are
significant examples of an evolution of military technology. An evolution in terms of the type of
response to new weapons of attack, which can also be recognized in many other European
examples. For example, the Citadel (XVI century) has a defensive system with corner turrets
from which to protect the boundary wall, and their circular geometry is designed to deflect nonexplosive weapons of attack. The 17th-century plant exhibits, instead, the features of the late
16th century tradition of the modern European fortifications: pointed bastions encircled by a
deep moat, to protect the side caponiers for the cannons. The latter have a throw that protects
the entire side of the walls. Inside, the boundary wall consists of a high embankment to resist
to the blow of the enemy cannons. Despite the technical evolution occurred in the subsequent
century, the sixteenth-century nucleus has been kept substantially unaltered in its construction
type and has remained the focal point of the system. On the contrary, in many European
fortresses, the oldest nucleus was reshaped because it was considered inadequate or
technically outdated. In the 18th century a modern rampart was added to protect the Citadel,
but without redesigning the citadel itself. Otherwise, in Italy and Europe, in the same period,
all cities and states renovated repeatedly their defences throughout the centuries, replacing
the walls and structures that were considered inadequate (e.g., in Parma, Lucca, Ferrara,
Florence). The peculiarity of Bender is that it has remained essentially a defensive complex,
no significant settlement developed inside the fortress and this has perhaps allowed the
preservation of the different layers of the fortification. Therefore, it is crucial that this specific
character of Bender is retained, and that the conservation project intervention safeguard the
readability of the stratification of the defence systems, respecting the typological, constructive
and material characteristics of the individual phases, without seeking finishes or solutions
aiming at giving the fortress a uniform aspect. All the historical structures of the military and
civilian installations of the outer fortress are also to be respected: the nineteenth-century
caponiers, the residential and service buildings at the distributed guardhouses, the church of
A Nievky, etc. These buildings assume a role of urbanization of the outer fortress and
singularly hold also historical architectural values in the field of military architecture between
the seventeenth and nineteenth century.
On the other hand, elements that appear to lack historical cultural value include the industrial
facilities located to the north of the citadel. Especially the large block adjacent to the latter,
with the two chimneys. These buildings appear out of scale, semi- abandoned and are in poor
conditions. The industrial complex impinges on the views of the fortress from the Dniestr/Nistru
riverbed, with a negative visual impact on the setting of the citadel and of the lower fortress,
which would be otherwise largely preserved and included in the river landscape. The large
factory is also clearly visible from inside the citadel court (photo 7), when walking on the guard
path the view of the towers and of the fortified ensemble is spoiled by the view of the industrial
building immediately behind. It would be advisable, if a progressive reduction of the industrial
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plant is not envisaged, to study visual mitigation solutions, e.g., through planting of tall trees
or architectural solutions to mitigate the visual impact of the facility. Although the Dniestr/Nistru
river has changed its riverbed overtime, and therefore the perception of the relationship of the
fortress with the river is no longer the same as in the past, nevertheless the rural environment
and the absence of urban encroachment on the land near the river allows for the
understanding of the former setting. On the other hand, the construction of the railway and
particularly of the reticular bridge has introduced an alien element that affects the views from
the fortress.
A number of recent interventions have been carried out, aiming at bringing back the fortress
to its assumed previous state: although most of them have been carried out by simply
rebuilding on top of the existing structures, the materials and building techniques used for
these ‘stylistic’ reconstructions do not appear appropriate in the conservation/ restoration
realm, but they allow for mitigation interventions, e.g. through the careful use of lime plasters.
On the other hand, the reconstructions at the location of the south entrance gate with its
adjacent battlements and the construction of a new building to house a hotel immediately
adjacent to the entrance detract from the historic character of the monument, alter the setting
and the perception of its values and distract the view from the elements of original cultural
value. In this regard, it appears necessary and urgent to develop a masterplan for the whole
fortress in order to regulate any transformation within and to avoid that well intentioned
projects may inadvertently produce a negative impact on the fortress. The master plan should
be based on the assessment of the cultural significance of the entire fortress, of its specificities
and vulnerabilities and should provide clear indications concerning the type of interventions
that may enhance the qualities of the fortress and those which may on the contrary negatively
impact on its significance and its tangible and intangible heritage- supporting features.
At the building scale of the citadel and the lower fortress, the oldest walls have maintained
their legibility and their material authenticity is strengthened by the evidence of the
stratifications of the traces of past interventions, e.g. maintenance operations, repairs, limited
re-integrations , which do not undermine the significance of the monument but, on the contrary,
enrich it with historical meanings. Even the restoration works carried out over the last 10 years,
which have resulted in addition to the surviving historic structures but no cleaning or repair to
the ancient built elements are clearly distinguishable and partly removable in many cases (one
exception is represented by the concrete beam over one of the walls). Even if the intervention
is broadly comparable to an ‘in-style’ restoration, today discouraged by European
methodological conservation guidelines, as a matter of fact, the techniques and materials used
(iron and tiles of different sizes) in this specific case allow for a clear recognition of these
elements as contemporary additions. Therefore, it seems that any intervention on these parts
has first to consider the aesthetic problem of how to achieve a visual improvement of the
material used in the additions in order not to compromise too much the image of ancient part
of the building.
The architectural elements that have not yet been restored or philological completed (towers
A2, A4 and B.3) (photo 54-55-32) and the sections of the wall, only partially demolished, on
the outer side of the west wall of the citadel (photo 56), need to be further investigated. In
these cases, the possibility of not proceeding with stylistic restoration should be carefully
considered, in order to preserve the historic fabric of the monument in its authenticity, that is
to say, by attributing a value also to the abandonment and decay attested since the early
twentieth century. Such a conservative attitude must in any case guarantee the protection of
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the structures from the meteoric water and, therefore, a covering – in this case not visible from
the outside – has to be designed and inserted. Whereas it is considered essential to proceed
with the completion of the element's morphology, it is indispensable that this be carried out in
accordance with the historical information on the site and all available archaeological
resources and only to a limited extent through comparison of the forms and types with other
similar military structures by age and architectural language, and always respecting the
historical matter that still exists.

Photo 54 - North-west corner of the unrestored part of the Citadel

Photo 55 - North side of the Citadel

Photo 56 - The curtain wall of the west side of the Citadel, not yet resored

2.4. Conservative and safety problems
Although the fortress, as a whole and particularly in the citadel, has been the object in the last
10 years of numerous interventions of various types, there remain a series of problems of
conservation and security of the visitor.

2.4.1. Structural problems
In general, the supporting structures of the entire fortress appear to be in good static condition,
except for some elements, which suffer from deformations, cracks and partial collapses, and
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which need to be given priority in the analysis and in the intervention. Further investigations may
clarify if emergency shoring might be indispensable. The most evident situation is in
correspondence with the eighteenth-century buttress of the fortress from below (photo 38).
Some serious fissures are also visible in the octagonal tower (photo 57), in the citadel wall (photo
58) and in the citadel and lower fortress towers (A2, A4, B3) (photo 54-55-32) that are still
opened and unprotected. Equally problematic is the situation of the tunnel (B8) connecting the
Lower fortress with the outer part of the citadel, in the north side (photo 40).

Photo 58 - Crack in the curtain wall next to tower A6

Photo 57 - Importan crack on the tower A6

Photo 59 - Detachment of ashlars

Photo 61 - Erosion of the joints in the surface wall
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Photo 60 - Erosion of stones in tower A7

Photo 62 - Recontruction section of the wall with concrete mortar

No indication on the necessary intervention can be provided in the absence of a diagnostic
assessment of the state of the masonry, its static equilibrium and its mechanisms of collapse,
also following the appropriate diagnostic investigations that must include the study of the
current geometries, the identification of the construction phases, the building techniques, the
mechanical properties of the materials and the geological characterization of the site (3.1.1,
3.1.2, 3.1.3, 5.1.3).
In various areas of the masonry there are phenomena of detachment of ashlars (photo 59) or
serious erosions of the stone elements (photo 60) and of the joints (photo 61) that favour the
penetration of water into the masonry and cause discontinuity on the structural plan to the
walls. The accurate integration of the masonry, to give structural continuity, and low-pressure
or, preferably, manual injection and sealing of joints and masonry crests are to be carried out
as a matter of priority to prevent further penetration of water. it will be necessary to give careful
consideration to the choice of materials and the execution technique as indicated in the point
3.2.3.
In some cases, where the structures exhibit serious detachments, and significant cracks or
collapsing elements, as in the B8 tunnel, it is indispensable to envisage in the first instance an
intervention that blocks the phenomena, including by means of temporary shoring.

2.4.1.1. Citadel
In the octagonal tower (A6) two vertical cracks are evident from the outside: one on the northeast side (for the whole height) (photo 57) and the other on the south-east side (visible only
on the first floor). They can be connected to phenomena typical of the geometry of the tower
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or to subsidence of the embankment on which the tower rests. Just on the eighteenth-century
wall in front there are partial collapses of the vestment.
In the A1, A3 and A5 towers, the supporting arches of the entrance or stairway lack stone
elements that compromise their stability. In particular in the tower A1, (photo 17) on the
exterior, there is a considerable crack affecting the wall at the first floor.
In the historical museum building (A9) there are two critical situations: a vertical cracking
crosses the window, where the keystone is missing, other cracks are evident also on the parts
reconstructed or injected with cement (photo 62). This situation indicates that the phenomenon
is not stabilized yet.
Furthermore, the interior shows a longitudinal fissure in the keystone of the vault (no metal tie
exists in the structure) and other fissures on the vault and on the vertical edges of the façades
which causes overturning mechanisms.
On the northern curtain, in line with the second merlon from the A6 tower, there is a throughwall vertical crack that indicates a breaking phenomenon, (photo 58) to be investigated in
depth to understand whether it is connected to the phenomena detected in the tower.
Another vertical cracking is detectable on the wall between the A6 and A7 towers on the
outside.
There are small cracks in correspondence with some merlons and some parts of the walls of
the patrol path.
The towers A2 and A4, as well as the section of masonry between tower A2 and A3, have not
been restored yet (except for partial interventions on lintels). The upper floors are not
accessible; therefore, their state of conservation and the possible presence of cracks or
instability of the upper wall crest could not be identified.
Many crests of the wall (towers A2, A4, curtain wall between A2 and A3, towers B2 and B3,
outer bailey walls) are seriously damaged by exposure to meteoric agents with consequent
infiltrations and erosion of the masonry.

2.4.1.2. Lower Fortress
The most preoccupying situation concerns the intermediate rampart where both major
damages (photo 38, 63), collapses (photo 64) and detachment of the external wall-face (photo
65) are detectable. In particular, there is evidence of the criticality connected to the various
and passing crack of the southern side of the central spur, that require an in-depth study of
the structure's morphology (and of the upper filling), also through precise archaeological
surveys, and the causes of the phenomenon. Studies on the water regime, on the nature and
features of the subsoil, can help to understand the causes of a phenomenon that seems to
have appeared in recent times. It is also observed the presence of an underlying reinforcing
buttress which is completely detached and sliding (photo 39).
The same wall has an important collapse just a little to the north, facing detachments at the
downhill ladder and other small collapses near the B2 tower.
The circular tower B3 (photo 32) and the section of wall between tower B2 and B3 have not
yet been restored. The tower is no roof or intermediate floors and requires an accurate
verification of the condition of the walls and of any potential sign of failure. if serious
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detachments, significant cracks and collapsing elements are detected, it is necessary to
envisage in the first instance, provisional interventions to block these phenomena, including
by means of provisional shoring.
The masonry ridges of the wall between tower B3 and B4 requires being carefully checked.
The B8 tunnel, which shows signs of different construction phases and has suffered several
collapses over time, presents serious cracks in the access vaults (photo 40, 66). A structural
consolidation intervention is needed, but its details can be defined only once the causes of the
failure have been further investigated and understood. To allow the use of the tunnel, pending
its consolidation, it is necessary to put in place a system of shoring that prevents the fall of
elements and the collapse of structural parts.

Photo 63 - The collapsing phenomenom of the rampart (B7)

Photo 64 - Other collapsed part of the rampart (B7)

Photo 65 - Detachment of ashlar on the rampart

Photo 67 - Chasm in the gunport of the external fortress

Photo 66 - Crack in the tunnel of the lower fortress (B8)
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2.4.1.3. Outer Fortress
Considering that not all the perimeter of the moat and most of the internal area is inaccessible
due to the presence of military areas, the observation was limited to the south side of the
bastions along Panin street.
In this stretch of the outer structures of the fortress, it has been possible to point out that almost
all the 19th-century caponiers exhibit sagging tops, even with large chasms (Fig. 67). The wall
and the ramparts present some important cracks of the face, even at corners.
It should be noted, since it is an element in itself with respect to the perimeter of the external
fortress, that the water tower has significant deficiencies in the elements of the cornice that
require urgent intervention.

2.4.2. Drainage system of the Fortress
In the past some works to facilitate the drainage of rainwater within the fortress have been
carried out. It would be important to understand where these works were implemented, assess
the functionality of the system and assess as well where the lack or malfunctioning of the
drainage system is causing decay problems. As a matter of fact, the fortress has been
exposed for centuries to weathering and it has withstood the exposure to natural environment
overall acceptably. The visit to Bender in January 2019 occurred when the area was covered
in snow and it has been impossible to detect problems related to deficiencies in drainage or
water stagnation. Therefore, before undertaking extensive works for the draining of rainwater,
it is essential to understand what is needed, what is in place already, what are the maintenance
and upgrade needs, in relation to the detected degradation problems and their potential
causes.

2.4.3. Conservative problems of construction elements and materials
In general, the surfaces of the walls of the Citadel and of the Lower fortress do not have
substantial layers of deposit and black crusts. The surfaces are sufficiently clean and retain a
fairly intact patina, probably because the conservation/ restoration work did not include heavy
cleaning.
However, for the fronts not exposed to the sun, there is a modest presence of homogeneously
diffused organic deposits (photo 68) and local erosion phenomena of stone elements that may
need some treatments, following further investigations.

2.4.3.1. Citadel and Lower fortress
The stretch of wall between tower A2 and A3 that has not undergone conservation
interventions yet and has considerable deficiencies. During the design phase, it will be
necessary to assess whether it might be necessary to execute with some limited and careful
additions, keeping into account all the caveats expressed in point 3.2.5.
The internal compartments of the structures have weak fragments of plaster with partial
detachments that must be preserved and consolidated.
All recently reconstructed stone walls exhibit in most cases cementitious mortars, which must
be analysed to understand if they cause salt migration, thus triggering further degradation
phenomena.
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The basement area of the Lower fortress is invaded by shrub vegetation (photo 69) and this
also affects parts of the walls or in any case grows too close to the foundations of the
architectural structures.
The caponiers and casemates, made in bricks and stone, show slight erosion phenomena and
numerous internal deposits possibly caused by fires or smoke (photo 43). The internal and
external plasters are partially detached.

Photo 68 - Organic patina (in the north side of the walls)

Photo 69 - Shrub vegetation next to the curtain wall of the lower fortress

2.4.3.2. Outer fortress
Given the depth of the ditch and the extensive presence of stagnant humidity, the external
walls of the stronghold suffer from evident biological attack and surface deposit that must be
more thoroughly investigated.
The interior of the moat is, in some areas, invaded by trees and bushes.

2.4.4. Other needs related to use
2.4.4.1. Roofs and coverings of the towers
Currently the towers from A1 to A8 and B4 are covered by tiled roofs. However, water tightness
is not guaranteed because the free space between the battlements, on which the reinforced
concrete curb is placed, is open, thus allowing access to water and snow in the event of wind
(photo 70). It is also necessary to check the sealing of the roof covering against atmospheric
agents because at the moment the tiles are directly placed on the metal structure.
This situation causes infiltrations inside the attic rooms that continue in the rooms below. The
floors that separate the floors are made of a simple frame and wooden planks and therefore
do not guarantee water tightness.
This is a problem both for the preservation of new wooden floors and, above all, for the use
and the possible setting up of the rooms inside the towers.
The design choice must take into account the type of use of the towers, the purposes and
methods of use (temporary, permanent exhibitions, with technological equipment, etc.).
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Photo 70 - Open part of the wall 8between merlons) in the tower

Photo 71 - Plant implementations with negative impact

Photo 72 - Plant implementations with negative impact

Photo 73 - New hygienic service in a negative position

2.4.4.2 Electrical, mechanical and specialised installations
The citadel has a lighting system that serves some rooms and the two museums. In general,
the electric grid has been set up piecemeal (laid down with external channels and flying wires)
and in many situations, this has a negative impact with respect to the perception of the
monument (photo 71-72) and may cause safety problems.
The historical museum (A9) is equipped with a lighting and heating system, with fire detectors.
An overall design of the technical installations will be necessary, as part of the enhancement
project (see 3.4), this newly designed system must guarantee that the historic structures will
be respected both with regard to their materiality and their cultural significance (see 3.2.7).
The existing facilities include the hygienic service located in the new volume placed near the
watchtower. From an historical and visual point of view, this element is rather invasive and
might find a new location in other spaces of the fort (photo 73).

2.4.4.3. Safety and accessibility
From the point of view of the users and visitation, there are some situations of risk of falling:

•

the parapet walk over the curtain wall has no railing, on its interior side, with the
exception of the stairs;

•

the grounds between the citadel and the eighteenth-century rampart, to the east, is
completely unprotected as the wall ends a few centimetres from the ground;
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•

the collapse of the wall in the stretch between the tower B2 and B3 makes the passage
to the B8 tunnel unsafe;

•

the two caponiers B10 and B11 are easily scalable from the hips, thus allowing people
for putting themselves in danger.

With regard to accessibility for the disabled and people with limited mobility or sensory
difficulties, the access to the parapet walk and to the upper rooms of the towers is precluded.
The historical museum has a vertical drop of a step, as the rooms on the ground floor of the
towers at present are accessible only by stairs.
The access door to the lower fortress (B6) has a large difference in level between inside and
outside.
The project should develop the theme of accessibility and propose solutions for differentiated
access circuits to people with different degrees of difficulties, which however, should be
compatible with the conservation of the monument (see 3.2.7).
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3. GUIDELINES FOR INTERVENTION
3.1. Knowledge improvement
The in-depth knowledge of the monument in its different characteristics (of social and cultural
context, historical evolution, architectural development, construction techniques, building
materials, forms of deterioration, structural deformation mechanisms, etc.) is essential for the
definition of a specific conservation project, respectful of the testimonial values of the fort. For
this reason, this document insists on the need to deepen the knowledge phase on the history
of the fortress, its transformations over time, its use, its meanings, but also on all those specific
aspects (morphological and material characteristics, phenomena of deterioration and
structural collapse, etc.) that will be useful as elements of in-depth study for developing the
conservation project.
It is considered that increasing the knowledge of the specific features of the Citadel and the of
the lower fortress which are the targets for the conservation project will be the main object of
Technical Expertise (see 5.2). On the other hand, in parallel further research on the overall
fortress, its historic development, its historic, archaeological, cultural significance needs to
feed into the Master Plan for the entire stronghold area. This exercise must lead to the
elaboration of

3.1.0 Understanding the Significance of the monument
Understanding, specifically, why Bender Fortress bears cultural significance is a crucial
preliminary step to ensure that any conservation/ restoration or enhancement intervention
does not jeopardize Bender as an historic – cultural monument because it is based and takes
in due consideration its significance and the tangible and intangible character – defining
elements or heritage- supporting features.
Preliminary suggestions on aspects of the cultural significance of Bender Fortress have been
outlined in previous paragraphs and they may form the basis of the additional work that is
required.
The assessment of the significance of the Fortress needs to be complemented by the
following:
• The history, form, layout, historic and urban context together with the detailed
characteristics of the various components of the complex;
• The architectural and functional chronology of the building over time, including
alterations and changes since its initial construction;
• An overview of the historical-cultural significance of the several parts of the complex,
from those that are of high heritage value to those that are not considered to have
heritage value, with a clear explanation for each of why they are considered bearing /
not bearing cultural significance (this may be usefully accompanied by a table listing
all the dimensions of cultural significance of the fortress and its supporting features/
elements);
• An assessment of the authenticity and integrity of the complex and its parts along with
its setting and of the role it plays in defining the Fortress’ significance.
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•

•

A detailed classification of the whole down to the parts according to degrees/levels of
significance: from highest (not to be changed) to lowest (may be
changed/altered/demolished/rebuilt).
Supporting drawings and photographs.

The above has to be prepared within the Masterplan but it can be further detailed in the
Technical Expertise. This implies close cooperation between the Team charged with the
preparation of the masterplan and the Team charged with the elaboration of the Technical
Expertise for the Citadel and its lower bastions.

3.1.1. Geometrical, material and structural survey
At the current state of information, we do not have updated geometric and architectural
surveys (except for a raster map of the topographic plan of part of the fortress). In order to be
able to carry out a restoration project respectful of the pre-existences and of all the values of
which its subject is the bearer, it is essential to have an updated geometric survey. This must
accurately register the geometry of the buildings and must support the data – collection of the
building (materials, construction technologies, conditions of surface degradation, cracks, etc.)
in thev form of commented drawings (plans, elevations, sections, 3D representations where
needed) and for the design of the intervention (see 5.2.1), including mapping the intervention
areas, phases and treatments.
In this regard, given the size of the complex, the fact that a multi-year conservation programme
has to be envisaged, the use of BIM, properly adapted to historic buildings/ complexes, for
managing the data related to the state of conservation and of the project is recommended.

3.1.2 Historical and archaeological knowledge
In order to improve the effectiveness of the conservation project and of the future management
of the asset based on its cultural significance, it is necessary to deepen some aspects related
to the architectural and historical development of the site. The bibliographic, archival,
archaeological research and the stratigraphic investigations with the methods and approach
used for the ‘archaeology of architecture’ of the complex have to be expanded and further
developed. These different sources must be systematized and integrated with new data,
where necessary, and read in total interrelation to justify the critical deductions that might be
proposed (see 5.2.2).

3.1.3 Diagnostic analysis
The contemporary approaches to conservation and structural consolidation (both in static and
dynamic approach) of historic masonry buildings show more and more how much the
consolidation project owes to the knowledge phase. The elaboration of a well-founded
diagnosis, able to explain the technological characteristics and the structural conception of the
structures, their deformations and their mechanisms of collapse, represents a valuable aid for
a targeted and effective project, also in compliance with the principles of minimum intervention.
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In order to guarantee an adequate knowledge for structural evaluations (static and dynamic),
it is necessary to characterize the complex on the geotechnical and seismic level, identifying
the ground acceleration, the correct seismic zoning, and the specific characterization of the
foundation soils.
This study investigates aspects of a geological nature that must be investigated with
appropriate tools and correlated with the geological knowledge of the reference context (e.g.,
Geophysical prospecting with MASV technique, surveys with continuous drilling and
penetrometric tests).
From the point of view of the structural conditions of the fortress walls, it is necessary to
characterize the mechanical properties of the materials. Having available the geometric survey
and an accurate analysis of the construction phases, it is possible to understand the
equipment of the walls, the morphology of the masonry segments and the types of mortars,
for each homogeneous wall section through sonic tests, endoscopies on cores, analysis of
mortars, as well other analyses. This will lead to the acquisition of the mechanical parameters
of the materials that underlie the static and dynamic checks of the building.
Likewise, it is important that the typical collapse mechanisms of the structure are forecasted
in case of traumatic events (seismic, alluvial, landslides, etc.) in order to be able to adequately
set up the necessary strengthening reinforcements.
On the surfaces, given the not significant impact of surface deposits, it does not seem
necessary to carry out laboratory analysis except to characterize the types of biological
organisms detectable on sight and to understand the level of danger for the conservation of
materials.

3.2. Conservation and transmission to the future
Every conservation/ restoration intervention causes transformations to architecture and its
material which have always an impact on the physical characteristics and on the perception
of the object. The intervention choices must be thoroughly weighed before being put in place,
and pros and cons of alternative solutions are to be assessed against the impacts they may
have on the monument, the known consequences of the application of a specific material or
technology, the actual benefits from adopting one solution rather than another one.
Additionally, the materials used for the conservation treatments also interact with the existing
materials and substances present in the structures of the treated monument. These
interactions may be beneficial but might also include unexpected negative collateral effects, it
is therefore important that careful consideration is given to the potential shortcomings of
intervention techniques and materials that will be used in the conservation of the complex.
The operative indications provided in this chapter are aimed at guiding the project choices,
through the respect of the conservative principles recognized and shared by the international
debate:
•

Respect of the character and cultural specificity of the monument. Attention must be
put in understanding the complexity of the building evolution process in respect of each
historical period. Therefore, the intervention must recognise and preserve as much as
possible the historical traces that emerge from the stratigraphic reading of the walls
(original constructive interventions and ancient maintenance interventions), identifying
and respecting the different construction typologies and materials (type of stone,
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dimensions, colours) that characterize the different phases of the building, e.g., by
using, if and where necessary for structural safety, similar stone blocks for reintegrating
limited missing elements in order not to alter the visual perception of the whole.
Respect for the layout and situation in which the monument has reached the present
time also lies in the choices regarding the completion or non – completion of the
programme of reconstructions. The intervention must take into account the loss of
these elements in the past and carefully decide which solution is more respectful than
the existing with respect to our perception of the historicity of the fabric. In the same
way, in adapting the building to current museum uses, attention must be given not to
overturn the consolidated aspect of the fortress up to date and the role that Bender /
Tighina had. For example, the insertion of the cafeteria, with a very coloured ceramic
coating, in the ground floor of the entrance watchtower, appears an intervention not in
line with a careful approach to the cultural significance of the monument and its
understandability, it should be therefore removed to maintain the legibility of the
function of guard gate of this structure. A different location should be identified through
the project and on the basis of a careful assessment of a possible location, possibly
outside the citadel (e.g. in the covered vaulted structures in the lower bastions).
•

Minimal intervention. All interventions must try not to undermine the historical fabric/
substance with invasive solutions, which do not allow the legibility of the historical
process. Therefore, substitutions of walls or entire reconstructions are to be avoided,
preferring conservation and repair interventions of the existing structures and of their
protection. For eroded mortar joints, for example, it is important to ensure that they are
reintegrated, through manual injections and pointing to ensure that moisture does not
penetrate into the wall, but it is not considered correct to conduct extensive re-pointing
of the joints on the entirety of the wall faces. From a structural point of view, the
minimum intervention is aimed at maximizing the resistance capacities of the existing
elements, f harnessing their extant structural capacity and mechanical characteristics.
Any additions, however, must try to exploit the bearing capacities of existing walls,
improving their structural performance through interventions that respect their
historical fabric/ substance.

•

Distinguishability and reversibility (at least potential) of the intervention. all
interventions of repair, integrations of missing parts or partial reconstructions must
guarantee not to create a historical fake. For this reason, the operative indications that
follow suggest distinguishable and “reversible” solutions. In the European debate, the
distinguishability is understood as the search for solutions that give a sense of visual
unity of matter and shapes from an overall perception of the monument. While, at a
closer look, allow to recognize the new insertion. In this sense it is proposed, for
example, the visual mitigation of recent reconstruction interventions (e.g. the watch
tower the corner towers), through careful plastering with ad-hoc lime mortar that can
soften the difference of materials and colours between the original structures and the
reconstructed ones and improve the visual perception of the fortress; in this way, from
a distant point of view the overall impression will be one of more homogeneity but in
the vicinity the distinction between the old parts and the new ones will be clearly
perceivable.. The reversibility is a concept very much used in conservation/ restoration
discipline. Although modern scientific theories have clarified that ‘reversibility’ as such
is not possible in the world we experience, this notion has guided conservation/
restoration since long time. It essentially aims to guarantee that any intervention can
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be subject to future revision, if it is found that the performed operation appears
incompatible or upgradeable. However, reversibility is not always possible because
architectural interventions introduce new elements, that not necessarily allow for being
‘reversed’ and in any case would leave a modified system in place anyway, even if it
is not visible or perceivable. The best applicable concept related to ‘reversibility’ is
removability, through which it is intended the possibility to remove something that has
been added without damaging the original substrate/ structures.

•

Material compatibility (chemical-physical). This principle aims at ensuring that the
additions of architectural part or material useful for the intervention do not induce
further damage to the historical material. In this sense the first aspect is connected to
the identification of new materials that are similar to the existing from the point of view
of the chemical-physical characteristics or do not produce interactions that may have
negative effects on the original fabric. In fact, attention must be paid to the use of
compatible binders in mortars, for instance, cements are generally considered not
compatible because they introduce salts into the masonry which may eventually
generate further degradation processes. But even a cleaning treatment can damage a
historical material if its characteristics are not well known, e.g. it has been proved that
sand blasting and high- pressure water spray can cause further decay: the first
because it erodes the surface of the stones or bricks and expose the internal part, thus
removing possible traces of finishing layers, turning the surface coarser and thus prone
to moisture penetration; the second because it may easily penetrate through the pores
of the material and causes damages through salt dissolution and mechanical microstress through icing -de-icing cycles. For this reason, it is important that preliminary
analysis carefully investigate the nature and problems of the original material in order
to provide useful information to those who define the interventions in the various design
phases. Attention to the subject must also be placed in the time schedule phase,
avoiding carry out some interventions in seasons that could generate problems for the
success of the intervention (e.g. lime mortars behave badly if their setting/ hardening
occur when temperatures are below 5°C or when it is too hot or windy. Bender is in
fact a geographical area with a very rigid winter period. Therefore, it is advisable to
provide that all operations using aqueous mixtures (for example injection mortars) or
water-based treatments (for example cleaning and biocide treatments) are carried out
in periods with temperatures stably above 5° C. In this way the use of antifreeze
additives, that alter the composition of the products and are incompatible with historical
materials and may cause unexpected reactions, can be avoided.

•

Compatibility of use. When an architectural element built with a specific use
destination undergoes a change in its use, this often implies transformations that might
affect the historical and architectural features of the building. In changing the initially
intended use, new performance needs are often to be met (e.g. increase of loads,
indoor climate or safety requirements, etc.), whilst the adaptation to contemporary
uses, even the very same ones (e.g., dwelling or, in the case of the fortress, military
purposes) requires the introduction of services that are today mandatory, (e.g.,
hygienic services, technical installations, fire safety,) that were not present before as
well as new internal distribution. In the fort of Bender, attention will have to be paid to
the future permitted uses of all structures within the entire complex and in more detail
of the spaces and structures comprised in the citadel and lower fortress, to ensure that
the needed adaptations to new uses do not compromise the significance of the
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structures. with regard to the entire fortified complex, attention must be paid to the
future uses of the edifices which has been disposed of by the military function, so that
their architectural characteristics are respected and are compatible with the museum
use of the Citadel. At the museum area level, attention should be paid to identify for
each building elements the thresholds of their capacity to absorb adaptations/
transformations to new uses, in order to guide the distribution of functions within the
Citadel. For instance, a preliminary assessment of the sensitivity of the entrance area
to transformation suggests that the café (photo 74) and the toilet block (photo 73) will
have to be relocated elsewhere, in less sensitive structures or less evident locations.

3.2.1. Removals, excavations, demolitions
During the limited but necessary ground excavation operations (for wall reinforcement or for
any other underground traces), it is necessary to follow the stratigraphic archaeological
excavation methods, in order to avoid potential loss of archaeological evidence. In other
words, the contractor implementing the works must be assisted by archaeologists specialised
in the medieval and modern period, who must be able to guide the removal operations and at
the same time detect each stratigraphic unit. These removals must be carried out using all
necessary safety measures to protect workers and architectural structures alike from collapse
or soil slippage. Suitable protection structures, such as metal bulkheads, shoring and any
other ones deemed useful for the purpose, must be designed; it will also be necessary to
identify the safe access pathway and methods of operation within the building site.
Any envisaged removal of elements of architecture should be limited to those which may
cause degradation to historical materials or exhibit an unacceptable impact on the cultural
significance of the monument (e.g. recent reconstruction interventions for which the Technical
Expertise will highlight as an incorrect interpretation of the historical phases).
Regarding the possible removal of elements of reconstruction - judged not coherent with the
historical development of the monument, following the deepening of knowledge (point 7.1) the decision whether they have to be removed or not should be based on the careful
assessment that no further damage is caused to surviving historical fabric/ substance on
which they rest upon and, in general, must respect the purposes of previous restorations.
In summary, the areas which show already considerable criticalities, on the basis of the
documentation currently available, and which will have to be examined and evaluated on
possible removals, include:
•

the tiling and the semi-fixed furniture of the café inserted in the watchtower (B1): a
different location for the café must be identified (photo 74).

•

the battlements reconstructed on the top of the round tower of the low fortress to the
north (B5 and B2) (photo 75-76);

•

the battlements and reconstructions of the entrance area on via Panin as well as the
landscaping with coniferous trees (photo 77);

•

the remains of demolitions carried out in the most recent building leaned against the
external curtain wall of the Citadel (on the north, south and east sides) and of the lower
fortress.
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Photo 74 - The new bar inside the wathtower (B1)

Photo 75 - The new merlons over the tower B2

Photo 76 -The new merlons over the tower B5

Photo 77 - The merlons over the externa fortress at the entrance

3.2.2. Cleaning
The cleaning treatment is to be limited to allow for the correct execution of the joint-filling and
pointing and of the consolidation interventions.
Such cleanings must be limited to the removal of the incoherent deposits and of the dust
produced by the pre-existing mortars and the stone material of the ashlars during the
decohesion phase and are to be carried out with non-abrasive brushes and water (without
salts). It will be important that the surface of the stone ashlar blocks is not scraped thus
removing the patina, that is to say, this surface layer bearing the traces of the finishing and of
the interaction with the environment.
Given the limited biological attack, which however characterize the surfaces of the monument,
it could be neither necessary nor opportune the cleaning with biocide treatment. in order to
assess the possible aggressiveness of these biological organisms on the stone surface and
on the mortars it would be useful to perform the biological characterisation of these organisms
and only in case they represent a threat for the surface of the building material, an evaluation
of treatment alternatives and maintenance cycles will be prepared.

3.2.3. Filling and sealing
Each sealing and filling operation of the joints aims at limiting the penetration of water and
moisture into the joints between the stones in he walls, in order to reduce the potential
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activation of related degradation phenomena. Furthermore, it is a preparatory activity for the
possible consolidation of plasters, sealing the perimeters during the separation phase before
the subsequent injections.
The choice of the mortar for injections must be carefully weighed and diversified in line with
the characteristics of the existing mortars in each masonry wall or even portions of the walls.
In this regard, reference should be made to the results of analyses on mortars and to the
abacus of masonry types. In general, mortars based on binders without salt (natural aerated
or hydraulic lime) are to be used with alluvial aggregates consistent with the granulometry and
the petrographic characteristics of the historic mortars in place whenever possible (e.g. if the
original mortar proves to be poorly prepared with evident shortcomings in the granulometric
curve, it is not appropriate to reproduce a weak mortar).
The injection of mortar to fill profoundly degraded joints of the wall side must be preceded by
an adequate cleaning and must be carried out in such a way as to respect the legibility of the
wall texture, i.e., the edges of the stone elements forming the wall should not be covered with
mortar but must be left visible. A sufficient number of samples are to be prepared to evaluate
the shade, the depth and the most suitable styling technique for the single masonry wall.
The project must include some budget to carry out the testing samples in all cases this is
deemed necessary.
Taking into account the presence of masonry crests exposed to atmospheric agents (walls
without battlements and towers without roofing), it will be necessary to conceive and prepare
a mortar with natural hydraulic lime and adequate aggregates that prevents the penetration
and stagnation of water on the ridges, also conferring a right slope. The density of the mortar
and the way in which will be spread must ensure that the final effect is not visually impacting.
In this case, also, tests must be carried out in order to define the appropriate formula, colour
and application method.
Following the verification of the stability of all identified engraved stones positioned on the
walls and of any architectural elements, it will be possible restoring their adhesion to the
surface of the supporting material.

3.2.4 Consolidation of structures and reduction of seismic risk
The structural consolidation intervention must be based on an in-depth knowledge framework
and aimed at improving the structural behaviour of the existing building elements or walls. The
project should include an assessment of the global seismic behaviour of the complex, also
taking into account the connections and mutual interference between historical walls and
recent interventions. Generally speaking, it is not considered useful, by modern theoretical
and practical approaches, to replace the structural role of historical elements via the addition
of new structures conceived to carry the whole of the load such as a counter-wall in reinforced
concrete or self-supporting floors not connected to walls). Rather, one must be able to improve
the mechanical behaviour of existing structures by reducing the possibility that static and
dynamic actions initiate uncontrollable collapse processes.
In this particular monument, the absence of the original horizontal structures (floors and roofs)
and the massive mass of the masonry, necessitates a thorough analysis of the structural role
of the current toothing as a preliminary step to calculate the adequate size of any additional
connecting elements.
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In the cases in which a localized discontinuity is identified (such as a crack, a partial collapse,
an absence of the keystone of an arc, etc.) attention must be paid to the following operational
principles aimed at preserving the characteristics of the artefact:
• limit the intervention to cases in which the discontinuity compromises the stability of
the structure, i.e., in case of the absence, of an entire section of a supporting arch, of
part of segments of a wall edge, of profound erosion of masonry segments, etc.;
• respect for the structural mechanism of the element, without inserting substitutive
structures,
• retention of the traces of any discontinuity exhibiting a testimonial historical value, such
as discontinuity due to different construction phases, plugging of historical character,
etc.;
• recognisability of the inserted elements, able to maintain the visual unity of the whole
from an appropriate perceptual distance.
It is also considered appropriate to study the complex aimed at reducing the seismic risk. To
this end, the final recommendations of the PERPETUATE European Project: Performancebased approach to the earthquake protection of cultural heritage in the European and
Mediterranean countries (https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93579/reporting/en) represent
an useful reference
“PERPETUATE project has intended to develop a methodology for the assessment of
seismic risk to cultural heritage assets and design of interventions, based on the following
principia:
- The protection of cultural heritage needs an improvement in methods of analysis and
assessment procedures rather than improvement of intervention techniques. A reliable
assessment procedure is the main tool to respect the principle of "minimum intervention"
under the constraint of structural safety.
- If, by reliable methods of analysis and assessment procedures, it is demonstrated that
the monument is not safe and that its retrofitting is unavoidable, an effective improvement
of the intervention techniques does not necessarily need new materials and technologies.
In many cases, traditional techniques, improved by the results of new methods of
analysis, represent a sustainable, effective, cost-efficient and reversible solution.
- The displacement-based approach for vulnerability assessment of cultural heritage
assets and design of interventions is adopted as standard method of analysis. The
mechanical models available for the analysis of ancient masonry buildings or elements
usually consider a verification approach in terms of strength, because in the past
strengthening techniques were based on the concept of increasing stiffness and strength.
This approach is correct in static conditions. However, earthquake is a dynamic
phenomenon that induces deformations and dynamic amplification. The seismic
response of the structure depends on its dynamic properties. Usually much more the
construction is stiffer much higher are the equivalent static actions, which is subjected to:
thus, flexibility is a first positive characteristic for a good seismic behaviour. Moreover,
since inertial actions are proportional to the weight of the construction, the lightness is a
second fundamental aspect. Finally, in the case of rare destructive earthquakes, it is
impossible to bear the seismic actions without significant damage. Hence, the building
must be ductile enough and be able to sustain vertical loads without collapse, even if
large horizontal displacements are induced by the earthquake.
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- Despite the complex nature of heritage buildings and artistic assets, the DBA
(Displacement Based Assessment) calls for nonlinear models. Nonlinear static
(pushover) analyses are considered as the main tool for the application of the
assessment procedure. Nonlinear dynamic analyses are considered as an alternative
tool only for certain types of assets.
- A reliable assessment procedure of heritage buildings requires that both architectonic
and artistic assets contained in them are considered.
Definition of performance limit states
It is a shared opinion that it is not possible to define strict safety levels for cultural assets,
since the "case by case" approach is always preferable. The definition of "acceptable"
safety levels may be intended as a compromise: on the one side, they must prevent the
damage deriving from environmental actions (earthquake, flood, aging); on the other
side, they must prevent from invasive interventions, designed in order to avoid future
damage from environmental actions but unwillingly producing immediate and significant
loss in terms of conservation. To conciliate these issues is of fundamental relevance.
"Acceptable" safety levels for cultural heritage assets aimed to be based on the concept
of performance limit states.
For ordinary buildings, usually one refers to two fundamental limit states:
1) the serviceability limit state, corresponding to the occurrence of reparable damages
limiting temporary the use;
2) the ultimate limit state, usually corresponding to near collapse conditions.
(...)
Within PERPETUATE project, a procedure for the vulnerability assessment of historic
centres, methodologically similar to that proposed for single assets, have been
developed. Similar to single asset procedure, the following main steps are considered:
a) definition of safety and conservation requirements;
b) definition of the seismic hazard;
c) analysis of study area and identification of typologies and construction details;
d) identification of size of sample and choice of buildings to be surveyed;
e) data collection and analysis;
f) definition of performance points;
g) evaluation of cumulative fragility functions.”

3.2.5 Morphological/ functional integrations
Options for the possible reintegration of the architectural morphology of the fort, already
discussed in point 2.3, must be verified, assessed and justified under two perspectives:

•

conservation/ restoration principles, that is to say in relation to the significance of the
monument. For instance, in the case of the towers (A2, A4 and B3) a careful evaluation
is necessary, and alternatives must be evaluated against the possibility to preserve
them as they stand, avoiding their completion or the addition of the missing portions
has to be envisaged. Each choice must be adequately justified and resolved within the
project by weighing the pros and cons of both options, in relation to the level of
confidence with regard to interpretation of the previous layout of these structures, the
traces if former structures that might be legible on the monument, the reliability of
historic drawings, paintings, engravings, to the constructive implications for the
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surviving elements as well as the significance of the fort in itself and in relation to the
social and cultural context;

•

from the point of view of the use of the fortress as a visitors’ attractor, it is important to
overcome as much as possible the limitations in terms of accessibility to the different
parts of the monument, and to develop differentiated visit itineraries as a key element
for an enhancement plan of Bender.

Morphological reintegration will in any case:

•

be carried out respecting the structure without inserting elements that can undermine
the structural behaviour of the original elements and induce unpredictable collapse
phenomena (such as the use of reinforced concrete curbs in simple support, or slabs
which are not adequately connected to the carrying masonry or are excessively rigid);

•

guarantee the distinctness and the removability of the added part through technical
and light material solutions in the reinterpretation of the ancient form;

•

guarantee suitable and secure methods of access;

Consideration should be given also to preserve the structure in a state of protected ruin, for
example in the case of tower B3, without providing morphological and functional reintegration
but limiting the interventions to protection and structural consolidation, which are necessary
for the preservation of the existing structures. However, these solutions must guarantee
adequate conditions for the conservation of the property and the safety of visitors.

3.2.6 Aesthetic mitigation of previous interventions
As explained in point 2.3, retaining the recent reconstruction (entrance door, merlons in
various parts of the building and roofs of the towers), requires anyway treatments to mitigate
the visual impact of the materials used.
In particular, the following steps are identified as the first address:

•

covering with a thin layer of coloured lime mortar the reconstructed portions of the
walls. In this way the wall texture will be readable, but the general chromatic tone will
be corrected, in line with the tone of the historical walls;

•

assessing the possibility of the removal of the newly constructed merlons in tower B2
and B5 that appear inconsistent with the historical succession of masonry walls.

As regards the morpho- typological design and the material used for the roofs, in case of
maintenance interventions, the possibility of a modification of both the current shape and the
material (tiles) needs to be contemplated, based on additional analysis. As a matter of fact,
the morpho-typological scheme of the existing roofs appears incorrect compared to the
geometry of the towers; for instance, some roof pitches do not coincide with the sequence of
merlons and do not protect properly from water penetration. Additionally, it is necessary to
understand if in the original or subsequent historic phases of the fortress its roofs were covered
with brick- tiles or other constructive solutions and materials were employed (other Castle in
the east Europe, for example, were covered with wooden shingles).
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3.2.7 Notes for interventions related to use
In relation to the needs related to use, as explained in point 2.4.3., any implementation of the
services connected to the use (systems, security, accessibility, etc.) need to be designed in
full respect of the materials and the historical characteristics of the building.

3.2.7.1. Towers coverage
The water-tightness of the tiled roof of the new roofs of the towers needs to be verified, as
there are some signs of percolation inside. Therefore, during the execution of the works, the
opportunity for a general revision of the capacity of the roof to prevent the penetration of water
needs to be seized. On the other hand, the geometric correction of the roof protecting the A.7
tower, which presents an ill- realised roof ledge partially exposing the wall and favouring the
access of water, is to be seriously considered.
Moreover, the absence of a screen on the openings between the merlons let rainwater and
snow in, with serious decay consequences. Therefore, a reflection should be carried out on
the opportunity to modify the closing of the tower openings, or to proceed with a redesign of
the guttering of the new roofs so as to distance the water percolation towards the exterior and
far from the tower walls.

3.2.7.2 Placement of new technical installations.
In order to insert new technical systems, it is advisable not to proceed with the insertion of
pipes, wires, cables into the historic walls, through ad-hoc channelling. Therefore, it is
necessary to study and design one solution for external technical installations that shall
present high design quality in order to be well integrated with the historic fabric of the
monument (e.g., copper or painted aluminium pipes, within skirting boards or furnishing
structures, etc.).
Particular attention must be paid to the choice of lighting fixtures, preferring a diffused natural
light with possible technical lighting systems for the spaces dedicated to the exhibition.
As for external lighting, it will be necessary to give preference to a system that offers an overall
lighting and at a sufficient distance, with lighting bodies not visible from the distance (for
example trunks inserted in the ground). Shaving lights from below or above should be avoided,
because they tend to emphasize irregularities, and do not offer a pleasant view of the
monument, which should be as much as possible comparable to the one enjoyable in the
daytime.
With regard to heating systems, it is not considered necessary to provide such a solution for
any fortress environment, with the exception of the A9 room which is already equipped and
destined for a museum hall.

3.2.7.3 Safety of routes and of accessibility
In order to guarantee the maximum accessibility of the monument, possibly beyond the limits
of the Citadel (for example descending towards the lower bastions and then ascending from
the B8 tunnel), it is necessary to install safety protection structures for the public. These
include:
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•

studying solutions for the placement of a railing in the parapet walk of the citadel. The
project will have to propose an intervention that is as not noticeable, light and
integrated as much as possible in the monument character. The way in which this will
connected to existing structures should not trigger new degradation phenomena;

•

identifying solution for a system well integrated with the green, which prevents the
visitor from approaching the edge of the rampart, between tower B5 and tower B2,
without inserting a railing that would cause a negative visual impact to the whole of the
fortress.

•

inserting suitable elements to prevent access to the roofs of the casemates.

As far as possible, the project must include the reduction of architectural barriers and reduce
the fortress accessibility limitations to the main visiting areas, preferring the use of ramps,
removable or not depending on the case, with a slope of around 5%.

3.3 Environmental sustainability
In the construction sector, more and more the different operators involved in the phases of the
process are turning their attention to the adoption of behavioural and technical protocols that
take into account sustainability in environmental terms, as required by the guidelines for
reducing energy consumption formulated by the Protocol of Kyoto (1997).
The aim of these certification systems for the construction process (including the interventions
on the existing buildings) is to draw the attention on energy consumption in all aspects and
stages of the life cycle of a building (from starting phase of the project idea, the use of the
building in its life and its future disposal).
The intervention on existing buildings, when it is aimed at the conservation of existing fabric
and their re-use, is by its very nature a sustainable activity. Historic buildings have a life cycle
of centuries and the fact that they are still preserved and reused guarantees them an extended
life and, consequently, prevent their decommissioning. However, an invasive intervention, with
extensive demolition and reconstruction works, too frequent periodic replacement of finishes,
or an intervention that does not pay attention to the energy characteristics of the building, may
involve the implementation of interventions with low environmental sustainability, e.g., through
extensive divestments in landfills of non-differentiable material, excessive use of
environmental resources (e.g., technical installations and their real effectiveness). The
conservation of buildings, on the other hand, entails a lower impact on waste and on the
dispersion of energy, due to the retention of the embodied energy in the existing construction,
the recycled material and the levels of performance that are recalibrated to the real possibilities
of transforming the building itself.
There are several sustainability protocols in the world, differently adopted by virtue of national
and local regulations, or freely adopted because beneficiaries, operators and companies
recognize themselves in certain environmental sustainability objectives. Most of the protocols
have been developed for new buildings, but protocols are also emerging that test procedures
for qualifying interventions on the existing one.
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In general, these protocols intend to be a guiding thread of the entire building process
(ideation, design, execution, management, disposal) and analyse, for each phase, the
attention that must be given to actions that enhance sustainability. The focus is on all aspects
concerning the objectives aimed at guaranteeing environmental sustainability:

•

Reduce waste of environmental resources;

•

Ensure the use of construction materials that have an environmentally friendly
production and disposal process;

•

Guarantee the durability and functionality of materials and technologies used in the
time of use of the building (with reduced maintenance costs and reduced substitution
of materials);

•

Identify and plan the use of the building (especially if public) in terms of universal
accessibility (regardless of the individual's physical conditions) and low energy impact
(public services, car sharing, bicycle and related services);

•

Managing the building site and the building in a non-polluting way (type of waste
produced during construction and management, collection and disposal of waste, etc.).

These objectives are at the core of the different protocols and make explicit in scores
organised in different themes of interest, are translated into indicator that, in general, refer
mainly to the following fields:
•

Sustainability of the site and project integration;

•

Qualification of the operators;

•

Materials and technologies used;

•

Use of natural or non-natural resources (with related mitigations);

•

Internal environmental quality;

•

Innovations in design and execution.

The conservation/ restoration project and intervention on the Bender fortress, in order to
demonstrate that they respect the internationally recognised principles of environmental
sustainability, will have to comply at least with basic principles, both in terms of intervention
and management.
Therefore, it will be important, during the project and the management of the asset, to
demonstrate:
•

the maximum conservation of ancient material (also with the employment of highly
qualified professional figures in the analysis and choice of interventions);

•

the adoption of intervention modalities respectful of traditional materials and with new
environmental-friendly products;

•

the study of construction site phases with low environmental impact and with less
waste of energy resources and reduced disposal of materials (for example, to
encourage the recycling of materials to be dismantled on site for mortar, backfilling,
etc.);
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•

the identification of systems (lighting and possible heating) compatible with the
historical features of the building but which also guarantee reduced energy
consumption and maintenance consistent with the economic sustainability guidelines
indicated below;

•

establishing methods and protocols of management that maximize the efficiency of
resources (for example by avoiding energy waste in heated rooms with windows
opened; or illuminating rooms only when users pass through presence detectors, etc.)
and do not produce polluting and undifferentiated waste.

3.4. Economic sustainability (enhancement and management)
The fortress of Bender has certainly a touristic potential and can represent a territorial element
of significant appeal, on condition that the conservation and enhancement project and the
progressive re-functionalization of areas abandoned by the military base, is supported by a
feasibility plan sustainable from an economic point of view.
When one speaks of economic sustainability in a historical monument, it means the possibility
that the asset is able to at least partly sustain its needs for maintenance, enhancement and
management.
The sustainability of the project, on the economic level, requires a careful strategy, among
which the following are undoubtedly important:
•

verify the adequacy of the financing to the completion of functional lots, which are
effective in terms of conservation and enhancement. Avoid providing too large
interventions that then do not reach their completion and therefore prevent the public
access. It is necessary to concentrate resources on lots that are important for
conservative priorities (for example the collapsing rampart, protection of towers not yet
restored) but which can be immediately integrated into the visitor circuit (for example,
try to keep open at least part of the Citadel when carrying out the conservation
intervention, focus on reopening the Citadel, in first phase, then of the lower fortress
as an environmental route in the second phase and maybe in the third phase to give
back a use to the lower casemates, etc.);

•

identify engineering solutions that guarantee low consumption and efficiency of the
technical installations over time, to reduce operating costs;

•

study a museum communication system that is able to promote Bender site
internationally (in order to take advantage of the hospitality of the nearby hotel), to
create a local activity and to organize events that enhance the site on a historical and
cultural level;

•

propose implementations of the tourist offer, with the study of a visitation path that
enhances the towers with communicative impact settings. See for example the case
of the Aigues Mortes city wall (France) where in each tower the tourist faces a cognitive
experience linked to the history of the monument and its main events. In each tower,
there are video installations or simulations by artisans that show manufacturing and
production techniques of the Middle Ages.
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•

study a ticket price and tourist services attached to it, which guarantees at least the
ordinary maintenance costs of the museum site;

•

implement the museum's services with bookshops and mini bars (at appropriate
location) that guarantee additional income and a longer stay of visitors on the site (also
exploiting the landscape potential of the river and the monumental park of access to
the fort);

•

study ways of involving the private sector to finance study, maintenance and
enhancement of the site in partnership with the public body that owns the asset.

For the whole economic plan to work and be sustainable over time, it is essential that on the
basis of preliminary knowledge and the strategic objectives of the State, a communication
strategy of the Bender strong is laid out. Feasibility study as part of the Master plan, could
further develop the preliminary suggestions mentioned above.
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4. PRIORITY OF INTERVENTION
On the basis of the current state of knowledge, interventions that are considered essential for
the conservation of the asset and to ensure a suitable use are identified in order of priority.
The interventions are concentrated on the Citadel and on the Lower Fortress which most
urgently require conservation interventions.
The Technical Expertise will have to verify the real possibility of execution all prioritised
intervention within the present funding lots and identify the potential need for additional
resources for the completion of the works (see Table 03).

4.1 Structural consolidation of damaged elements
The first phase of the works will necessarily address a series of safety problems related to
cracking mechanisms or the inception of the collapse of the masonry structures.
In particular, it is urgent to further investigate and address the following structures:
•

Rampart between towers B2 and B5, general consolidation of the wall and the ground;

•

Tunnel B8, securing the settlements of access vaults;

•

Watertower, cornice consolidation (see photos 78, 79);

•

Tower A6.

4.2 Securing unstable elements
With regard to the A2, A4 and B3 towers and the sections of curtain walls that have not yet
been subject to any conservation intervention, the problem arises of guaranteeing in the first
instance the security conditions of the building with consolidation interventions of detached
parts, shoring or arrangement of architraves, removal of weeds, etc.
In particular, since no new roofs are envisaged at this stage, some protection of wall crests
should be performed as indicated in point 3.2.3.

4.3 Conservation of wall surfaces
Secondly, compared to the above-mentioned interventions that have a priority for the safety
of the artefact and of the visitors, there is the need to address all maintenance interventions
for the preservation of the walls that involve the following works already described in point 3.2:
•

integration of structural discontinuity of the walls because of missing ashlars in some
parts of the curtain walls and towers),

•

manual injection and sealing of bed and vertical joints in the wall surface to avoid water
stagnation and penetration inside the wall.
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4.4 Securing the visit route
In order to guarantee a renewed and safe accessibility to the parapet walk, it will be beneficial
to anticipate the resolution of safety problems regarding the section between the A1 tower and
the A5 tower on the east side, which has already been restored on the exterior part of the
merlons.
Given the priority execution of the works referred to in points 4.1 and 4.2, it is advisable to
consider the opportunity to realize the safeguards indicated in point 3.2.7 for the safety of
accessibility of the rampart between towers B2 and B5. This phasing of the interventions will
allow the beneficiary to open a pleasant route around the citadel. In addition, this route can be
connected to a further route from the water-tower to the lower fortress and then continue
towards the B8 tunnel and climb around the citadel, so as to guarantee a ring-shaped tour of
the centrepiece of the Bender fortress (see Table 04).
At the same time a night-time lighting system could be installed, which will satisfy both the
need of safety for the public (particularly during periods of darkness) and the need to enhance
the fort in its landscape setting. This will also facilitate evening events, such as concerts,
theatre, games, etc.

4.5 Aesthetic mitigation of previous interventions
Based on a more detailed assessment of the costs and considering the interventions referred
to in point 4.3, it is advisable to evaluate the feasibility from an economic perspective, to
perform the aesthetic mitigation interventions of the previous interventions as described in
point 3.2.6.
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Table 03 – Priority of intervention
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Table 04 – Visit routes
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5. IMPLEMENTATION PHASES
5.1 Feasibility Study and Masterplan
As a first step, it is necessary to develop a feasibility study for a multi-phased conservation/
rehabilitation/ enhancement programme of the entire fortified compound.
The first objective of the Feasibility Study should be to lay out a roadmap for the conservation/
enhancement of the fortress complex, the second to achieve a comprehensive picture of the
steps and phases and of the resources (financial, timewise, technical, institutional) necessary
to achieve the rehabilitation of the fortress in parallel with the progressive withdrawal of the
military forces from the compound. It is crucial that this study is done at this stage so as it can
guide all subsequent phases and the development of a Master Plan.
It is equally crucial that an outline of a master plan for the whole fortress containing key
elaborates and provisions (e.g. heritage characterisation, land-use plans, preliminary
guidelines for the correct conservation and reuse of the existing buildings, the landscaping of
the open spaces, the areas were limited new constructions might be built/ or formerly existing
structure might be re-built to serve visitation purposes, etc.) that can guide and regulate the
activities within the fortress over time.
Such a plan is of utmost importance since construction and demolition interventions within the
perimeter of the fortress have already taken place as well as landscaping measures, which
however do not appear appropriate to the character of the monument and therefore do not
enhance the historic setting and open spaces within the fortified compound.
The Master Plan is a key instrument to ensure the effective achievement of the conservation,
rehabilitation, enhancement and promotion of the Bender Fortress.
Bender fortified complex exhibits considerable potential as a highly attractive visitors’
destination and this potential needs to be harnessed without compromising the heritage
feature of this large-scale monument and facilitating access, both physical and intellectual to
the fortress and to its stratified cultural significance.
The Master Plan therefore should take into consideration the following objectives among those
to be pursued through its elaboration and implementation:
• cultural enhancement of the area while respecting the historical testimonies that
characterize this site;
• environmental, social and economic sustainability;
• participation in development, with the aim of creating a business and impact on
employment;
• reinforcing the sense of community and the relationship with the fortress;
• the zero consumption of soil and the recovery of the existing building;
• the recovery of functions compatible with the monument and its setting;
• the implementation of eco-sustainable forms of transport;

It is considered that the commissioning of the Feasibility Study can be coupled with that of the
Master Plan outline, as the two documents go hand in hand, the Master Plan being a detailing
and operationalisation of the Feasibility Study.
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The aim and content of the Feasibility study for the entirety of the Bender fortress is based on
different sources, including the Government Decision No. 1029/ 19.12.2013 on public capital
investments as amended, the Moldovan draft Code of Urbanism and Construction (the section
on protected areas has been considered the most relevant one for the present purpose) and
the European Commission /ICOMOS Document “European Quality principles for Cultural
Heritage interventions” (November 2018).
The Government Decision 1029/2013 understands the Feasibility study as a document based
essentially on legal and socio- economic data, aiming at verifying the respondence of the
project proposal to socio -economic needs, the technical, economic and institutional capacity
to implement the proposal and to assess the impacts in terms of benefit- costs analysis.
Therefore, this type of feasibility study is not designed to address adequately the specificity of
what is needed in developing a project on heritage asset. On the other hand, the GD 1029
regulates in detail the content of the Feasibility Study and therefore needs to be taken into
account:
Table of contents for the feasibility study
1. Summary

5.6 Estimates of capital and operating costs
over the life of the project

2. Analysis of the existing context

6. Environmental and social impacts

2.1 Overview of the social and economic
context

6.1 Summary of the main findings from the
environmental impact assessment

2.2 Government policy for the sector / subsector

6.2 Summary of main findings from social
impact assessment

2.3 Roles and responsibilities in the sector /
sub-sector

6.3 Requirements for environmental permits

2.4 Summary of results of previous studies

7.
Implementation
arrangements

3. Market assessment and demand analysis

and

operational

7.1 Capacities of the entities responsible for
implementation and operation

3.1 Needs analysis and identification of target
users

7.2 The Framework Plan and a timetable for the
implementation of the project

3.2 Analysis of options
3.3 Defining project outcomes

7.3 Project Management Arrangements

3.4 Demand forecast
4. Analysis of spatial planning problems

7.4 Organizational arrangements
operation of the project

4.1 Reviewing land-use issues

8. Financial and Tax Analysis

4.2 Compliance with spatial plans

8.1 Methods and assumptions

4.3 Purchase of land

8.2 Financial analysis results

5. Technical studies and project costs

8.3 Conclusions on financial viability and
financial performance

5.1 Polls (surveys) on the ground

for

8.4 Impact on the budget

5.2 Environmental conditions

9. Economic Analysis

5.3 Preliminary technical design

9.1 Methods and assumptions

5.4 Maintenance interventions

9.2 The results of the economic analysis

5.5 Input parameters for construction and
operation

9.3 Conclusions on economic feasibility
10. Risk analysis and management
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10.1 The main risk factors and their impact

11. Final conclusions on the feasibility of the
project

10.2 Mitigation measures
10.3 Risk Management Plan

The most interesting reference to the content of feasibility studies for areas bearing heritage
values is contained in the Draft Code of Urbanism and construction in the section dedicated
to protected areas: the feasibility study mentioned in this draft law aims at setting out the steps
to create a protected area and therefore focuses on the knowledge that needs to be built and
which is preliminary to the establishment of any area protected by law. This aim is fully
consistent with the objective of a feasibility study for the entirety of Bender Fortress, although
legal protection might already exist for it, there is a need to update the understanding and the
information on this monument.
Article 133 describes the Implementation of the Feasibility Study, which is understood as a
complex analysis of the consistence of the area aiming at:
a) determining the type of heritage through the following activities:
- Recognition, identification, listing and location of heritage features (monasteries, museums,
memorial houses, ethnographic areas, archaeological sites, places that remind of certain
events of significance, natural heritage, balneary heritage, etc.);
- their typological and value hierarchy;
- Establishment of the spreading area at the local level, country;
b) delimitation of the area of influence of the monument, determination of the level of influence in
relation to the type and category of the monument, which is performed according to the type of
relationship with the natural or built environment:
- Physical relationship (determination of the impact area);
- functional relationship (area of influence, action);
- archaeological relation (locating the old traces of an earlier building);
- memorial relations (location of places of cultural, spiritual, traditional significance in the vicinity
of heritage value);
- ambient and aesthetic relation (scale, overall and landscape, perspective effects, shape, color
harmonies, etc.);
c) Determination of disfunctions, discomfort, pollution and aggression factors by identifying and
locating the pollutants (sources) (intensive motor movements, explorations, industries, uncontrolled
construction sites and equipment with inadequate and polluting profile in the locality, deforestation,
microrelief changes, excessive tourism, etc.).

Clearly the provision is designed to cover both natural and cultural protected areas and
therefore its content and objectives are to be adapted to each specific case.

The European Commission/ ICOMOS Document “European Quality principles for Cultural
Heritage interventions” define the content and objectives of the Feasibility Study as follows:
- preparation of a preliminary – and then comprehensive - analysis and diagnosis of the heritage
-

asset and its context
the project objectives; the threats to its condition and processes of decay;
its sensitivity to change without loss of values; the financial and economic feasibility;
a plan for community consultation;
indications for the interpretation and presentation of its significance;
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- formulation of the business case for the intervention;
- principles for sustainability,
- legal and regulatory guidance.

All three documents identify specific contents for the Feasibility study and therefore they have
been all taken into account for the purpose of the elaboration of a robust feasibility study for
Bender fortress.

With regard to the Master Plan, the Draft Code of Urbanism and Construction of the Republic
of Moldova proved again to be a useful source. In particular the provisions contained in art.
136 and articles 62 through 71, as well as the provisions contained in the Draft Law on Historic
Monuments, which outlines principles and objectives of interventions in the historic sites.

5.1.1 Tasks
The Feasibility study, in coherence with the three above mentioned documents will be
organised according the structure indicated by the HG n. 1029/ 2013 as presented above but
must address specifically the following:
•

Understanding the property
- Recognition, identification, listing and mapping of all buildings and structures, including
those that might not bear heritage significance;
- Mapping of the historic development of the fortress and of the corresponding
structures;
- Assessment of their state of conservation, including possible past transformations;
- Understanding and explanation of their cultural significance and preliminary
assessment of the significance hierarchy;
- Identification of threats to its condition and process of decay;
- Identification of the sensitivity to change, of the different parts of the complex and of
the buildings, and of thresholds of change that can be achieved without loss of values,
describing risk assessment of intervention and mitigation possibility.

•

delimiting the area of influence of the monument, based on its characteristics and the
relationship with the natural or built environment. The following must be taken into
consideration:
- Physical relationship (determination of the impact area);
- functional relationship (area of influence, action);
- archaeological relation (locating the old traces of an earlier building);
- memorial relations (location of places of cultural, spiritual, traditional significance in the
vicinity of heritage value);
- ambient and aesthetic relation (scale, overall and landscape, perspective effects,
shape, color harmonies, etc.);

•
•
•

clearly defining the project objectives;
Principles for environmental sustainability;
Financial and economic feasibility of intervention and maintenance;
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•
•

Legal and regulatory guidance;
A plan for community consultation.

The main objectives of the Master Plan should include the preservation of the site, the
presentation and interpretation of its cultural significance, make the fortified compound a
pleasant, welcoming place for the benefits of visitors and citizens alike and achieving
economic independence.
To achieve these aims, aspects to be addressed in developing the Master Plan include, but
are not limited to, the following:
• Develop a vision for the future of the entire fortified complex rooted in its cultural
significance;
• Rationalise the uses permitted in the fortified compound in line with the preservation
of the cultural significance of the place and its enhancement;
• diversify the visitation circuits and enhance the visitors’ experience within the fortress;
• reorganise the key functions within the fortress (for reception, sport-recreational
activities, service offer, research and study, ...);
• find a relation between existing buildings and equipment in harmony with a sustainable
development framework;
• address the arrangement of the open spaces and of the vegetation through a careful
historic landscape approach;
• increase of knowledge of the fortress.

This Masterplan must contain and further develop the content of the Feasibility Study. Based
on the investigation and resulting report developed within the feasibility study, which shall
become integral part of the Master Plan for the Bender Fortress, the Plan should define at
least:
• the boundaries of the appropriate target area and of the protection zone for the
monument;
• the strategy for the management of the fortified complex, based on its cultural
significance and vulnerabilities;
• land-use zones that reflect the understanding of the cultural significance of the fortified
complex as a whole and of its different parts, their vulnerability to change and their
potential vocation to house functions different from the original ones;
• an ad- hoc study of the landscape and of the open spaces in order to orient
interventions in this sector; a circulation study within the complex (vehicular, by bicycle,
pedestrian);
• the phasing of the implementation of the rehabilitation in connection with the planned
phasing out of the military use;
• special actions to be undertaken to facilitate the enhancement of the cultural heritage
(e.g. the demolition of impacting constructions, the acquisition of private land for the
implementation of the conservation programme, etc.);
• regulations and guidelines for all interventions, including new constructions if they will
be allowed.
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5.1.2. Deliverables
Basically, all master plans elaborated for heritage properties/ areas contain a clear indication
of the objectives of the Plan, of the vision for the heritage targeted by the Plan, a description
of the heritage property and of its historic development, a mapped inventory of the heritage
resources and of their role in supporting the heritage significance of the whole property, an
indication of the conditions of the heritage resources, a SWOT analysis for the heritage
property that often guides the themes addressed by the Plan (e.g., heritage conservation,
landscape, development opportunities, accessibility, interpretation, etc.), a zoning related to
permitted uses, regulations for each zones and guidelines for any intervention, clearly set out
priorities for action.
The final structure of the content shall be agreed upon with the Contracting Authority but shall
reflect the Tasks (see point 5.1.1.) and the above-mentioned outline.
In principle the Masterplan for Bender shall include:
•

•

detailed report with attached photographic / graphic documentation containing:
◦

analysis of the overall context of the territory of Tighina, by way of example, of the
following aspects: historical-archaeological, landscape, environmental, naturalistic,
etc .;

◦

the definition of the boundaries of the target area of the Plan in relation to the
significance of the fortress, its area of influence and protection zone;

◦

Analysis of the significance values of the fortress and of its buildings, with a
particular attention to the importance of the historical stratification;

◦

the identification of the built structures comprised in the fortified complex and
relative planimetric location;

◦

the assessment of their architectural morphology, of their capacity to support the
heritage significance of the fortress and the identification of the heritage –
supporting features;

◦

the assessment of their state of conservation and of the vulnerability of each
structure with regard to the present and potential future interventions (susceptibility
to change)

summary report, following the analyses conducted, concerning the possible cultural
and economic enhancement, within a broader development context that takes into
consideration the whole of the Bender/ Tighina compound, which must contain:
◦

land -use zoning, and preliminary identification of possible uses of buildings,
compatible with their intrinsic characteristics and with the relevant regulations, and
in particular urban planning, environmental and landscape;

◦

analysis of possible opportunities in relation to regulatory, authorization, planning
constraints and any operational, financial and commercial criticalities regarding the
possible use of individual buildings;

◦

definition of one or more scenarios for the enhancement of the territory of Tighina,
based on the analysis of the socio-economic and tourist situation of the area in
relation to the potential for development also with reference to the tourist attraction
poles existing in the region.
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•

The Masterplan need a report accompanied by the related graphic documentation
addressing the following aspects:
◦

the strategic role that the program intends to play for socio-economic and cultural
development, living and working conditions, social integration and the
enhancement of cultural and natural heritage;

◦

the expected results on the short, medium and long term, the set of actions and
works to be carried out, the priority order of the actions, the services to be provided
and activities that are however relevant for local development or for the
redevelopment of area;

◦

the estimate of the overall implementation costs;

◦

the estimate of the costs of public interventions with particular reference to the
infrastructural networks and the improvement of accessibility to the same;

◦

The estimate of conservation-maintenance and long-term monitoring of the
buildings

◦

Preliminary elements for a business plan to support the implementation of the
programme.

5.1.3. Professional qualifications and general requirements
The team of professionals who will prepare the Feasibility Study and the Master plan must
have the following professional skills:
Land Use Planner.
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in land use planning, urban planning;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered architect) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- Proven experience in developing masterplans for cultural heritage sites (at least two
plans developed over the last 10 years)
- Good command of English language.
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last five
years) in publicly funded conservation/rehabilitation projects/programmes.
Architect
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in architectural conservation/ architecture;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered architect) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- proven experience in developing conservation programmes, masterplans or
management plans for cultural heritage sites (e.g. at least one plan elaborated over
the last 5 years)
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
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- 10 years of experience in technical – scientific documentation for conservation/
rehabilitation projects of heritage complexes (in case of a company/ institution, this
requirement applies to the coordinator);
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last five
years) in publicly funded conservation/rehabilitation projects/programmes.
Economist
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in economics applied to cultural or natural heritage;
- proven experience in developing business/ sustainability plans for masterplans or
management plans for cultural/ natural heritage sites (e.g. at least one plan elaborated
over the last 5 years)
- Good command of English language.
Landscape expert
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in landscape planning / architecture;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered architect) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- proven experience in developing historic landscape analysis and planning within
cultural heritage properties/ areas
- Good command of English language.
Archaeologist
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in archaeology;
- At least ten years of experience in the profession with particular regard to preventive
archaeology and archaeology applied to spatial planning instruments
- proven experience, through the CV in collaborating to conservation programmes and
or masterplans for large-scale heritage compounds
- Good command of English language.

5.2. Technical expertise
According to the Government Decision (HG) n. 936 of 16/08/2006 technical expertise is a
complex of measures for determining and evaluating the real characteristics of the building in
order to ensure the functionality and the possibility of further use, consolidation or post-use
and it implies studies, researches, tests and assessments of the existing situation, calculations
and verifications for ensuring the minimum level of quality stipulated in the Law on quality in
construction.
It is mandatory for all types of constructions, that is to say, it is not specifically conceived for
heritage buildings, as a preliminary step before consolidation, modernization, capital repairs,
rehabilitation, transformation, enlargement interventions can take place. It will be carried out
preliminarily to the drafting of the project sketch and according to the indications of the
purposes and the technical features identified by the standard.
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The contents of the Technical Expertise are defined by the art. 26 of the HG n. 936 /2006 and
concern:
a) the documents on the basis of which the technical experience was carried out, the
purpose of the experience, its necessity, etc.;
b) architectural, functional and structural features of the building; the beneficiary, the
designer, the entrepreneur, the construction phase;
c) scheme and constructive solutions, geotechnical conditions of the terrain, urban
situation;
d) technical condition of the constructive elements and of the construction as a whole,
the non-conformities found, their causes and consequences, the estimation of the
degradations;
e) conclusions and recommendations for strengthening, validating and optimizing them
from a technical, economic, technological and functional point of view. In particular,
it is important to pay attention and to make an accurate description of the risk
assessment and of the mitigation measures that must be provided in relation to the
cultural values potentially lost due to the different design solutions.
f) sketches, details of execution and other graphic materials.

Taking into account the cultural value and the conservation status of the object indicated in
this document, all the cognitive analyses specified in following points 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3 shall
also be part of the Technical Expertise for Bender Fortress.

5.2.1. Geometrical and architectonical survey
5.2.1.1 Tasks
Geometric and architectural survey of the citadel and the fortress from below, carried out on
the basis of a topographic survey linked to the national network, photogrammetric survey, and
with the necessary integrations of direct survey to obtain data with a margin of error maximum
of 2 cm; the use of laser scanner methodology can be considered, however it is imperative
that an adequate number of plans, sections and elevations of the Citadel and of the lower
fortress are elaborated on the basis of the survey. The aim of the geometric survey is to a)
making available precise graphic restitutions/ representations of the actual geometric forms of
the monuments, including the possible deformations, discontinuities and cracks as a basis for
registering all information about materials, construction techniques, decay phenomena,
structural instabilities and then all interventions.

5.2.1.2 Deliverables
Planimetry, inserted in local technical map, of the entire fort, in 1:200 scale.
For the Citadel and the Lower Fortress, planimetric and elevation drawings divided as follows:
•

numbers points in interrogable format to allow future processing;

•

planimetry and at least 4 assembly sections in 1: 100 scale;
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•

planimetry in 1:50 scale of each building unit (5 levels for the Citadel, 4 levels for the
lower fortress);

•

elevations and sections able to represent every external and internal side of buildings,
in scale 1:50;

•

photogrammetric representations of the external facades (inside and outside the
Citadel court and of the whole low fortress, including the textures of the walls and all
construction details;

•

section profiles of horizontal and vertical deformations of the ramparts;

5.2.2 Deepening of historical and archaeological knowledge
5.2.2.1 Tasks
in order to achieve the objectives of the project it is necessary to build a continuous correlation
between the understanding of the building and the material and documentary sources, it will
be necessary:
•

to verify the completeness of the indirect bibliographic sources up to now reported;

•

to expand bibliographic research also in relation to the morphological and constructive
typologies of similar fortified structures with reference to the individual construction
periods of the different parts of the fort and develop a comparative analysis between
Bender and the other fortresses;

•

to investigate the institutions that have generated possible archival funds connected to
the different historical phases of the fortress, to clarify some historical questions that
awaits responses;

•

to verify the consistency of all the entries in the Report (2010) and any other not yet
identified documents, providing a file (with location on the survey) and critical reading;

•

to acquire the data of any excavations already carried out in past years (see, for
example, the excavations of 1969), so as to integrate the documentation, providing to
localize them graphically in a thematic map that refers to individual graphic and
photographic traces traced;

•

to carry out preliminary archaeological stratigraphic investigations, in the area of the
intermediate rampart between the citadel and the lower fortress and in the area of the
hexagonal tower (see Table 05). These surveys must be conducted with exploratory
trenches to check how the bastion is structured below ground. It is necessary to identify
the presence of possible cavities, of inner bearing walls and of buttresses, of remains
of dwellings and to characterize the type of ground in the bastion. As for the octagonal
tower, the trench must be reduced to the wall in order to understand the depth and the
type of foundations. These archaeological investigations, in addition to integrating
historical research, will allow the structural engineer to deduct the mechanical
behaviour of the masonry that presents a defined crack geometry. These tests can
then be extended, if needed, during the consolidation of the bastion and the tower,
through the provision of archaeological assistance on site (see Point 5.6) to perform a
stratigraphic analysis of the elevated of the Citadel. In particular, the interrelations
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between the wall units, the different types of wall hangings, the subtractions and
additions should be identified.

5.2.2.2 Deliverables
The investigations carried out will lead to the definition of a historical-critical framework on the
main historical aspects of the area and will focus on the architectural (morphological and
constructive) evolution of the fortress as a whole.
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Table 05 – Area for the preliminary archeological survey
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So the minimal elaborates to be produced shall include:
•

report in English, with appropriate photographic and iconographic documentation, of
the history of the complex, summarizing the information derived from the various
research areas, including a description of the most recent restoration stages up to
2018;

•

chromatic planimetry and three-dimensional schemes that clarify the construction
phases and exemplify the evolution of the fortress in its main historical phases;

•

identification of the major interpretation interrogatives with regard to the construction
and transformation of the Citadel and of the Lower fortress and of their components.

The reports should include in annex all the research material, structured as follows:
•

commented bibliography;

•

registering archival documents and historical iconography;

•

technical elaborations of the archaeological investigations/ tests, including a
descriptive report on the methodologies adopted and the results obtained, with a
general map of identification of the excavation areas and all the graphics and
photographic documentation useful for describing the excavation results.

•

maps of all the internal and external fronts of the Citadel (at least in 1: 100 scale) with
the graphic documentation of the archaeological analysis of the elevations, highlighting
at least the main stratigraphic masonry units (USM) with indication of the respective
interrelations, abacus of the masonry types useful to classify and identify the diagnostic
tests indicated below;

•

presentation of the inscriptions with location on the survey drawings, photo and critical
description of the element, with indication of the maximum state of conservation and
adhesion to the masonry.

5.2.3 Preliminary diagnostic analysis and specialised surveys (geological,
structural, decay)
5.2.3.1 Tasks
It is necessary to characterize the site in its geotechnical and seismic characteristics,
identifying its seismic zoning according to the MSK and the ground acceleration. A comparison
between the zonation drawn up on the basis of the legislation in use in Moldova and on the
systems for assessment used in Europe will be necessary to facilitate the assessment of the
reinforcing interventions that can guarantee the safety of the asset without however carrying
out unnecessary and invasive interventions.
From a structural point of view, the massive masses of the masonry and the reduced loads
offered by the horizontal planes do not seem to highlight particular critical issues on a static
level, exception made for the collapse mechanisms that have been already highlighted. Taking
into account the construction methods of the walls that can be inferred from the partial
collapses and from the external equipment, it may be useful to characterize the wall sections
from a technological point of view.
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Other analyses, on the other hand aim at characterising the materials and processes of
degradation and, secondly, can also contribute to the improvement of the historical
investigation. These relate to the characterization of the mortars, the identification of the
presence and the quality of the salts, and the identification of biological organisms.

5.2.3.2 Deliverable
Geological report on the geotechnical and seismic characterization of the site using the
following diagnostic or analogous tests:
•
•

Geophysical prospecting with MASV technique and / or tomography for subsurface
seismic characterization and risk assessment by unexploded war devices;
surveys with continuous drilling and penetrometric tests.

To achieve the understanding of the structural characteristic of different walls, a combination
of invasive and non-invasive investigation systems is needed such as:
•

video inspection to understand the masonry equipment in the cross section;

•

sonic tests to identify cavities in mortar joints, especially for the more irregular walls of
the citadel walls and the low fortress.

To characterize the material of the walls and their main degradation phenomena, it is
necessary to execute the following analysis:
•

petrographic/mineralogical texture analysis of the mortars of the different types of
masonry, both in the bed joints and in the missing plaster areas detectable in the
internal rooms of the towers;

•

analyses such as infrared spectrophotometry, or X-ray diffractometry useful for the
identification of possible salt presences, and the relative type, in mortars;

•

analysis aimed at characterizing biological organisms.

5.2.4. survey of the actual situation (material, surface and structural damages)
5.2.4.1 Tasks
Following in-depth studies on construction technologies and materials and on the seismic
characterization aspects of soils, it is important to map on the geometric survey that identify
the state of conservation of buildings. In particular, the following topics will have to be
described:
•

Features of materials and construction techniques (with data related to the diagnostic
analyses conducted according to point 5.2.3);

•

Analysis of the degradation of architectural surfaces. These analyses must be related
to the diagnostic investigations referred to point 5.3 and must identify and describe,
whenever possible, the probable causes that generate the degradation phenomena;
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•

Analysis of the structural instabilities, through the identification and mapping of cracks
that will then allow to deduce the mechanisms of collapse and the causes.

5.2.4.2 Deliverables
The graphic documents and the report that shall integrate the conclusions and
recommendations of this Technical expertise, in relation to the objectives of analysis of the
degradation, are the following:
•

Graphical drawings in plan and in elevation (scale 1: 100 or 1:50), which identify, with
appropriate perimeters and reference legends (legends must use shared and agreed
codifications, the different materials and construction techniques. For each type will be
produced descriptive fiches that will report the results of the analysis referred to point
5.2.3. and considerations on the superficial degradations that follow;

•

Graphical drawings in plan and in elevation (scale 1: 100 or 1:50), which identify, with
appropriate perimeters and reference legends, the different recognizable degradations
on architectural surfaces. The degradations will be described by adopting a uniform
lexicon (e.g. ICOMOS – ISCS Illustrated Glossary on Stone Deterioration Patterns,
EwaGlos – European Illustrated Glossary of Conservation terms for Wall paintings and
Architectural Surfaces, or Italian UNI 11182:2006 standards on natural and artificial
stone materials). For each type of degradation phenomena, potential causes must be
identified so as to provide useful indications for the conservation project.

•

Graphical drawings in plan and in elevation (scale 1: 100 or 1:50), which identify all the
cracks and the collapse mechanisms of the building. The symbology must be
adequately described in the legend, paying attention to the type of crack, its
characteristics and the structural mechanisms that generated it.

5.2.5. Conclusions and recommendations
Following the preliminary investigations requested above, the purpose of the technical
expertise will be to provide an adequate description of the asset conservation conditions and
provide useful indications for the development of the project, in compliance with the guidelines
of this document.
The results of all analyses carried out, along with their interpretation reports shall be annexed
to the deliverables and should be referenced in the conclusion report which shall summarize:
•

synthesis of the context conditions and of the architectural, functional and structural
characteristics of the fortress, with particular reference to the Citadel and the Lower
fortress;

•

description of the conservative state, of the constructive elements and of the
construction as a whole, analysis of the degradation phenomena;

•

conclusions and recommendations for the improvement of the structural conditions
and the removal or mitigation of the degradation phenomena of the materials and of
the building elements, for the Citadel and , assessment of the state of efficiency of the
technical installations and indications of the preliminary requirements for their repair/
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replacement in order to satisfy the needs for basic services for a correct use of the
asset and to respect the historical features of the monument.
The report will include diagrams, construction details and any graphic material that is
considered useful for clarifying the descriptive contents of the state of conservation and of the
indications for the interventions.

5.2.6 Professional qualification and general requirements
The Technical Expertise must be conducted by a work team that, while respecting the
individual skills, will work together, to ensure a comprehensive understanding of the
monument and a sharing on the main guidelines for the project.
The skills necessary to carry out this phase must be linked to numerous professional areas,
guided by the architect who is an expert in restoration.
Architect
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in architectural conservation/ architecture;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered architect) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience in technical – scientific documentation preparatory for
conservation/ rehabilitation projects of heritage buildings; holding a Post–graduate
Master or PhD in conservation/rehabilitation of historic building or technology for
conservation/ rehabilitation of built environment / historic buildings (in case of a
company/ institution, this requirement applies to the coordinator) is an asset;
- Demonstrable competences, based on CV and scientific production, in the scientific
examination, diagnostic process and technical documentation for large scale
conservation programmes, including conservation of materials and of buildings
bearing cultural significance;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years) in large- scale conservation/rehabilitation projects/programmes.
Engineer.
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in civil engineering/construction;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered engineer) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience in technical–scientific documentation preparatory for
conservation/ rehabilitation projects of heritage buildings; the possession of a Post–
graduate Master or PhD in conservation/rehabilitation of historic building or technology
for conservation/ rehabilitation of built environment / historic buildings (in case of a
company/ institution, this requirement applies to the coordinator) is an additional asset;
- Demonstrable competences, based on CV and scientific production, in the scientific
examination, diagnostic process and technical documentation for large scale
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conservation programmes, including structural rehabilitation of buildings bearing
cultural significance;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years) in large – scale conservation projects.
Historian
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in history, literature with historical and archival speciali
, and similar;
- Good command of English, Russian and French languages.
Specific requirements
- Demonstrable competences, based on CV and scientific production, in the scientific
research on architectural heritage, including the use of archival sources.
Archaeologist
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in archaeology, particulary in medieval archaeology;
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- at least 5 years of experience in excavation of medieval and modern sites, particularly
in masonry construction. Experience in team working, especially with architects,
geologists etc.;
- Demonstrable competences, based on CV and scientific production, in the scientific
examination of defensive constructions, and of medieval and modern structures;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years).
Geologist
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in geology;
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- Demonstrable competences, based on CV and scientific production, in the scientific
analysis and assessment within the reference geographic context of the
characterisation of soils, particularly in fluvial areas, knowledge and experience with
seismic micro – zonation and interpretation of geological analyses;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years).

The Professional Team must prove the experience gained in conservation and maintenance
work on real estate of similar type and complexity, subjected to protection in the field of cultural
heritage, with regard to all the study components of the Technical expertise. The Team should
preferably submit certifications of successfully carried out projects and interventions (certified
by the relevant institutions for heritage protection in the country of operation).

5.3. Preliminary Project (“Schita de proiect”)
The preliminary project is defined by the Moldovan government's decision No. 73 of 31-012014 under the name of ‘schita de proiect’. It is an essential deed to obtain the town planning
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certificate. For projects on cultural heritage, it must be approved by the National Council for
Historic Monuments sitting in the Ministry of Education, Culture and Research.

5.3.1 Tasks
The preliminary project has the purpose, based on the previous analytical and documentation
exercise and the recommendations of the technical expertise, to elaborate the project in all its
different components (architectural, structural, installations). It must also foresee the costs and
times of the execution of the works.

5.3.2 Deliverable
According to the decision of the Government No. 73 of 2014, the works that are part of the
project sketch, partly obtained by the Technical expertise and deepened as necessary, are:
a) the historical note on the subject, if applicable;
b) the plan for positioning the object on the territory;
c) the general plan of the object (with indication of the adjacent buildings);
d) investigation of buildings / buildings with monumental status (including interior and
exterior decorative elements and carpentry, construction elements, domestic fixed
furnishings, etc.);
e) complete photographic documentation of the existing buildings (with architectural,
technical and internal details, etc.), of the architectural surveys carried out;
f) conservation / restoration, rehabilitation / adaptation projects, consolidation or new
construction project, as the case may be, developed by architects with practical
experience in conservation / restoration design working on monuments, Authorized /
certified in the field of historical architectural heritage;
g) the colour solution of the facades.

Taking into account the heritage significance of Bender Fortress and its architectural
complexity, the project shall make use of all the studies and in-depth analysis prepared in the
Technical Expertise and must also contain:
•

General technical report: it describes all the intervention (architectural, structural and
plant engineering) which also includes the evaluations related to the results of the
material relief and of the deterioration, specific of the executive techniques, of the
materials to be used, of the structural intervention, of the plant engineering

•

Preliminary static and seismic verification (must be explained what is included) of the
building based on the analysis and on the mapping of the decay phenomena included
the technical expertise, integrated with all necessary analyses and tests to deepen the
problems of the building;

•

material and degradation report and mapping: the nature of the materials (masonry
and mortar, plaster, floors and ceilings, roofs, etc.), degradation pathologies in
progress must be described, with net or real-life drawings and their potential causes.
The different conditions must be mapped on the geometric survey drawings at the
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adequate scale (1:200/ 1:100). the results of the preliminary investigations and
assessment must be reflected in the documents, through annotations in the drawings.
•

General plan and graphic elaborations with the mapping of decay phenomena and
each intervention (scale 1: 200, 1:100)

•

Preliminary graphic elaboration of the technical solutions for the installations
(electricity, sewerage,

•

First indications and provisions for the drawing up of safety plans according to to the
CP A.08.06:2014 and to the European directive 92/57 / EEC;

•

preliminary priced bill of quantity on the basis of mapping;

•

economic project outline;

•

the chrono program of the intervention;

•

the analysis of possible project alternatives, at least with regard to integration,
accessibility and structural consolidation.

5.3.3 Professional qualification and general requirements
The project will have to be conducted by an interdisciplinary team that, while respecting the
individual skills, must ensure an interdisciplinary approach so as to guarantee a correct
interpretation of the monument.
Architect
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in architectural conservation/ architecture;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered architect) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience in technical – scientific documentation preparatory for
conservation/ rehabilitation projects of heritage buildings; holding a Post–graduate
Master or PhD in conservation/rehabilitation of historic building or technology for
conservation/ rehabilitation of built environment / historic buildings (in case of a
company/ institution, this requirement applies to the coordinator) is an asset;
- Demonstrable competences, based on the CV, in the elaboration of conservation
projects / programmes, preferably on complexes comparable in size and typology;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years) in large scale conservation/rehabilitation projects/programmes.
Engineer.
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in civil engineering/construction;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered engineer) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the coordinator)
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience in assessing structural instabilities and deficiencies in historic
buildings, elaborating structural diagnostics and structural consolidation projects for
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heritage building; holding Post–graduate Master or PhD in structural
rehabilitation/consolidation of historic building (in case of a company/ institution, this
requirement applies to the coordinator);
- Demonstrable competences, based on the CV in the elaboration of consolidation
/structural rehabilitation of buildings and complexes bearing cultural significance,
elaboration of methodological guidance for conservation/ rehabilitation projects of
historic buildings;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years).
installation engineer
General requirements:
- Degree (or equivalent) in engineering;
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 5 years of experience in installations projects for conservation and restoration of
historical buildings/ complexes, particularly for museum and historical sites;
- Demonstrable competences, based on CV, in the elaboration of project and
implementation advanced technical installations at historical sites;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years) in this kind of projects.

The working group must prove the experience gained in restoration and maintenance work on
real estate of similar type and complexity, subject to protection in the field of cultural heritage,
with regard to all the study components of the schita de project.

5.4. Execution phase of the design
In the system for the technical organization of building construction preparation, the Execution
design is a main tool that regulates the technology of execution of the works on the concrete
object in compliance with technical regulations, technical safety requirements, environmental
safety, fire prevention rules and quality of work.

5.4.1 Tasks
The executive project describes and determines in every detail the works to be carried out
(operational methodologies, executive techniques, materials to be used), the controls to be
carried out during the construction site, the relative costs, the execution schedule. It must be
developed at a level of detail such that each element is identified in form, type, quality, size
and price. The executive project must also be accompanied by a programmed maintenance
plan for the work and its parts.
The executive project is subject to approval by the Council of Monuments, according to the
provisions of the Governmental Decision (HG) n. 73 of 31/01/2014. The contents of the
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technical documentation are identified by the Moldovan legislation on constructions (NCM A07
02-2012 4802, CP A 08.06:2014 and CP A 08.05:2015) as well as in the above-mentioned
governmental decision. It is however considered that further specific documentation is
necessary in order to guarantee the necessary quality of the intervention. Here the forecasts
of the documents are implemented by what is judged indispensable for the definition of a
correct conservation/ restoration project of a building thus detected on the historical and
cultural level.

5.4.2 Deliverables
The documents constituting the executive project to be implemented for the Bender Fortress
shall be grounded on the documents prepared in the preliminary project phase and include:
•

general report: it also includes the evaluations related to the results of the surveys
conducted on material, building techniques and components and on their degradation
and structural instability phenomena, technical specification of the execution of
conservation treatments/ techniques, of the materials/products to be used, of the
requirements that these materials/ products must meet, of the structural intervention,
of the technical installations and related requirements. As a classification report, it must
bring out the interdisciplinary assessments between the various phases and specify
how all interventions and particularly the structural and engineering technical solutions
are consistent with the cultural significance of the buildings and the specific treated
part and the operational principles of the

•

Specialised reports for each ’compartment’ involved. In particular:

•

o

Architectural report in which specific interventions (conservation, such as
preliminary stabilisations, cleaning, disinfestations, integrations, repairs,
material consolidations, as well as new design) will be described with particular
attention to justify the technical and material choices in relation to the
methodological and knowledge framework and the previous design phases,
which can be referred to through extracts to clarify the design choices;

o

Structural report that describes the consolidation operating choices based on
the previous design steps. The report must be accompanied by an in-depth
analysis of the overall static and seismic verification of the building and of the
results of the verification calculations of the proposed interventions.
Simulations of the structural behaviour of the structure before and after the
intervention, especially under dynamic load;

o

design report for technical installations describing all the types of systems
envisaged (electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, specialised) and the modalities of
their insertion in the building, including an assessment of their impact on the
historic fabric of the fortress. In annex, specific descriptions of the type of
selected components and devices, to allow the evaluation of their interactions
with the architectural and structural solutions.

Survey of the actual state (geometric, material and of the degradation of surfaces and
structures) taken from the Technical expertise and updated where necessary, to
comply with the required level of detail for the project sketch phase (see points 5.2 and
5.3). The survey must contain a general plan of the fort (1: 500) contextualised with
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regard to the current planning instruments and land - use, general plan of the citadel
and the lower fortress (1: 200 and portions at 1: 100), detailed plan of the different
building structures for each level (1: 50) whenever useful, elevation drawings of all
fronts carried out through photogrammetry (1:50) and useful sections of the different
structures (1:50), describing material, constructive techniques, surface and structural
damages;
•

Graphic drawings of the architectural, structural and installations design solutions. The
documents, written in the most unified and correlated manner, must illustrate the
design in all its levels, from general development to constructive detail. In particular,
the following minimum documents must be included:
o

Plan of general project of (1:200) with reference to the insights in the following
tables;

o

Plans, sections and elevations, specific to the different building structures with
the precise graphic description of architectural, structural and installation
interventions (1:50);

o

drawings containing all the technical details useful for the specification of the
interventions identified in the previous works (scale 1:20, 1:10, 1: 5 according
to the specific need)

•

safety plan according to the European directive 92/57 / EEC and to the CP
A.08.06:2014;

•

bill of quantities (with references to the project drawings and graphic documents);

•

economic project outline;

•

GANTT chart of the intervention;

•

Special tender specifications with a description of the work and materials to be used.

•

Building maintenance and monitoring plan with all the useful description of material,
structure and technologies that need a periodic maintenance and which type of
intervention thy need. The plan must also inform about the fixed costs of the use and
management of the technical installations. Based on the previsions of the feasibility
study and of the master plan, it would be useful for the maintenance plan to indicate
also the sources of funding of the maintenance costs.

5.4.3 Qualification and general requirements
The execution project shall be elaborated by a work team that, while respecting the individual
skills, shall work together, to guarantee a correct interpretation of the monument and a sharing
of the interferences between the different technical choices.
The skills necessary to conduct this phase are usually held by the following professional
figures.

Architect.
General requirements:
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- Master Degree (or equivalent) in architectural conservation/ architecture;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered architect) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the
coordinator)
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience in technical – scientific documentation preparatory for
conservation/ rehabilitation projects on heritage buildings successfully implemented
and positively assessed by the relevant body responsible for the protection of cultural
heritage in the countries where the projects were performed. Holding a post–
graduate Master or PhD in conservation/rehabilitation of historic building or
technology for conservation/ rehabilitation of built environment / historic buildings (in
case of a company/ institution, this requirement applies to the coordinator) is a plus;
- Demonstrable competences, based on the CV of experience in the development
and implementation of large-scale conservation projects/ programmes, including
conservation of materials and of buildings bearing cultural significance.
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years).
Engineer.
General requirements:
- Master Degree (or equivalent) in civil engineering/construction;
- Possession of professional licence (e.g. registered engineer) from at least 10 years
(in case of a company/ institution, the 10 years requirement applies to the
coordinator) in publicly funded conservation/rehabilitation projects/programmes.
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience the elaboration of structural rehabilitation / consolidation
projects of heritage buildings. Holding a post–graduate Master or PhD in structural
rehabilitation of historic building (in case of a company/ institution, this requirement
applies to the coordinator) is a plus;
- Demonstrable competences, based on the CV, in the successfully and positively
evaluated elaboration and implementation of structural rehabilitation, consolidation
and seismic retrofitting of large-scale buildings bearing cultural significance;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years) in publicly funded conservation/rehabilitation projects/programmes.
engineer specialised in technical installation
General requirements:
- Degree (or equivalent) in engineering;
- Good command of English language.
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Specific requirements
- 10 years of experience in installations projects for conservation and restoration of
Historical buildings, particularly for historic sites in public use;
- Demonstrable competences, based on the CV, in the elaboration and
implementation of historical sites with advanced installations;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years) in this kind of projects.

The working group will have to demonstrate the experience gained in conservation and
maintenance work on real estate of similar type and complexity, subject to protection in the
field of cultural heritage, with regard to the components of the executive project.

5.5 Tender
The awarding procedure, both of the technical tasks and of the execution of the work, must
take place in compliance with the principles of transparency, non-discrimination and equal
treatment (Directive 2014/24 / EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26
February 2014 on Public Procurement).
Given the importance of the site and the specialized nature of the project, the selection
procedure, both of the technical services and of the execution of the works, should take place
at an international level. However, collaboration between technical-international teams and
technical-local professionals would be desirable in order to put in place a synergy of
professionalism, skills and knowledge that is considered useful for the conservation of the
asset and which also allows and facilitates processes of capacity building for local expertise.
Information and, where possible and feasible, involvement of the population in the elaboration
of the feasibility study and of the master Plan is an important element to achieve sensitisation
and sense of ownership and appropriation of the conservation /rehabilitation process of the
fortress. Crucial will be the involvement of the inhabitants in the assessment of the cultural
significance of the property, in the spirit of the Confidence Building Measure Programme (see
chapter 5.6).
It is important as well that this EU funded project builds upon the efforts and
results being pursued by the Twinning Project “MD 13 ENPI OT 01 16 (MD/26)
- Support to promote cultural heritage in the Republic of Moldova through its
preservation and protection”, within which the present report is prepared. To
this aim, it is recommended that a list of the professionals that have
successfully attended and completed the Training in Architectural
Conservation be prepared and made available to all international teams
interested to participate in the Tender for services, so as to facilitate the
inclusion in the service teams of trained local professionals and build further
their capacities gained through the EU funded training.

The assignment of technical services concerns:
•

Feasibility Study and the Masterplan
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•

Technical Expertise and the Preliminary phase of the project (schita de proiect)

•

Executive Project and coordination for safety during the planning phase

•

Building site operational management (“Responsabil tehnico”)

•

Coordination for safety during the execution phase

•

final testing

It has been considered functional to merge into one single assignment the elaboration of the
Feasibility Study and of the Master Plan for the overall Bender fortified complex and its
immediate setting. The preparation of both documents at the same time allows for the full
harnessing of the analytical and assessment elements gathered through the Feasibility Study
which will naturally feed into the Master Plan.
Likewise, it has been reputed advisable that the Technical Expertise (Expertiza Tehnica) and
the Project Sketch be combined into one single task in order to ensure the necessary
connection between the knowledge-building and diagnostic phase, carried out in the Technical
Expertise, and the preliminary design phase (Preliminary Project – schita de proiect).
The tendering of the intervention will instead be unitary.
In order to ensure the full engagement of the international team for each procurement phase
(both of the projects and of the execution of the works) an essential condition must be
foreseen. The chief of the International Technical Team or his/her delegate (a professional
holding similar competence and experience and titles) must reside in Bender or in its vicinity
for at least 70% of the time throughout the elaboration of the tasks, to carefully follow the study
and project phases; on the other hand the building site manager (responsabil tehnico) which
is tasked with overseeing the execution of the works must reside in Bender or its vicinity
throughout the entire duration of the building site.

Both for the assignment of technical services and for the assignment of the execution of the
works, professionals and companies will have to demonstrate that they have:
•

suitable requisites of economic, financial and technical - organizational capacity. They
must demonstrate through certifications by the competent body for the protection in
the reference countries (or similar acts), that they have performed similar works on
cultural heritage for an amount at least of 70% of amount of the tender in the last 10
years,

•

professional suitability as described in the previous chapters. As far as the company
is concerned, professional competence refers to the site's technical manager; the
professional experience and qualifications of the workers is also to be taken into
account.

•

have a professional architect or engineer, with adequate competences in the
conservation of cultural heritage, residing in Moldova or Transnistria within the design
and project management group.
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The award procedure based on the criterion of the most economically advantageous offer
identified on the basis of the best quality/price ratio, is the one that best guarantees the quality
of both the design services and the execution of the works and therefore the protection of
cultural heritage.

As regards the elements of qualitative evaluation of the technical offer, the criteria,
appropriately calibrated between positions of technical services and execution tasks, will
concern, among other things:
•

Experience gained in restoration and maintenance work on immovable cultural assets
of similar type and complexity, with regard to the component relating to the restoration,
structural consolidation and seismic;

•

Technical proposals for improvement on the methodological criteria to be adopted as
well as on the implementing procedures for restoration, structural consolidation and
seismic improvement;

•

Technical proposals for improving the logistical organizational and construction
methods, including measures to mitigate the impact of the work on the reception of
tourist flows;

•

Implementation of advertising and communication and information activities related to
the intervention;

•

Increase of safety levels.;

•

Environmental sustainability.

Given the international opening of the selection procedure, the tender commission must have
at least one international expert in the cultural heritage sector included in the evaluation
commission.

5.6 Execution of the works
The roles and technical tasks connected with the execution phase of the works must be carried
out by professionals with the requisites and qualifications suitable for the type of work to be
carried out.
Both the Building site manager (Responsabil Tehnico) representing the contracting authority
and the Technical Director (Dirigint de santier) of the company must be architects or engineers
and must have the professional requirements requested for the elaboration of the project
phase and at least a 5-year experience as building site manager or technical director.

The assistance to the archaeological excavation must be carried out by an archaeologist with
the following requisites:
Archaeologist
General requirements:
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- Master Degree (or equivalent) in archaeology, particularly in medieval archaeology;
- Good command of English language.
Specific requirements
- 5 years of experience in excavation of medieval and modern sites, particularly in
masonry construction. Experience in team working- Demonstrable competences,
based on CV and scientific production, in the scientific examination of defensive
constructions, medieval and modern structures;
- Updated experience (i.e. at least one contract on similar activities in the last three
years).

5.7 Dissemination and citizen engagement
During the analytical - diagnostic, design and execution phases envisaged in this document,
appropriate moments of involvement of the population with regard to the intervention
procedures must be organized by the designers in agreement with the contracting authority
and the beneficiary. This involvement is made necessary by the importance and complexity of
the project in progress, by the role of the monument within the national context and by the
need to make the community aware of the historical and current role of the monument.
In particular, the following minimum activities must be envisaged:
•

Creation of a website or of a webpage in which regular updates concerning the
conservation programme and its implementation are published;

•

dissemination event on the presentation of the various stages of knowledge and design
(possibly including the implementation of content on the site of the fort) with a
dedicated section (also useful to promote fundraising and sponsorship funding);

•

Guided visits before the beginning of the works and during the construction site to
approach the monument and the different phases of the restoration;

•

Meeting days with schools to illustrate the fort in its various components (historical,
architectural, etc.) and the restoration project;

•

Information meetings with professionals in the sector to illustrate and show on site the
work of greater interest in the field of restoration and conservation.

•

Final publication with analysis of the scientific results and additional information
gathered during the implementation of the conservation works.

5.8 Regulations and legal, regulatory and normative references
The different levels of the project and the execution need to respect all the regulations and
legal references existing in the territory of Bender/ Tighina, as indicated by the feasibility study.
In particular her are indicated the most important national and international regulations that
need to be taken into account.
Further legal, regulatory and normative documents need to be identified by the Contracting
Authority.
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5.8.1. Project level
Moldova – Law n. 721of 02.02.1996 on the quality in construction (MO n. 25/ 25.04.1996), as
amended.
Moldova – Government Decision n. 361/1996 on the assurance of quality in construction (MO
n. 52 – 53/ 8.8.1996)
Moldova - GOVERNMENT DECISION n. 936 of 16.08.2006 (MO n. 138-141/01.09.2006) as
amended
Moldova - GOVERNMENT DECISION n. 1029 of 19.12.2013 on public capital investment (MO
n.. 311/27.12.2013, art. 1157), as amended;
Law n. 1530 of 22.06.1993 on the protection of monuments (MO n. 15- 17 /02.02.2010) as
amended;
Moldova – Government Decision n. 73 of 31.01.2014 on the approval of the regulation of the
national Council of Historic Monuments.

5.8.2. Materials and techniques
Moldova - NCM 27.02.2012 - Construction Regulation
[To be completed by the Contracting Authority]

UNI 11182:2006 (Italian regulation, also in ENG) - Cultural heritage: Natural and artificial stone
materials - Description of the form of alteration - Terms and definitions
This Italian norm provides a unified terminology and a description (also photographic) of
all the forms of deterioration affecting the surfaces of natural and artificial stone
architecture.
In this sense, both natural stones, bricks, terracotta, ceramics, plasters, mortar and
modern artificial stones are included in the description.

ICOMOS – ISCS Glossary on the stone deterioration patterns. This document is only a
technical guidance for the univocal definitions of deterioration forms. It exists in English and
French.

EN 459-1:2015 (CEN regulation) - Building lime part. 1:
conformity criteria

Definitions, specifications and

This European Standard applies to building lime used for:
- preparation of binder for mortar (for example for masonry, rendering and plastering);
- production of other construction products (for example calcium silicate bricks,
autoclaved aerated concrete, concrete, etc.);
- civil engineering applications (for example soil treatment, asphalt mixtures, etc.).
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It gives definitions for the different types of building lime and their classification. It also
gives requirements for their chemical and physical properties which depend on the type
of building lime and specifies the conformity criteria.

EN 13139:2002 (CEN regulation) - Aggregates for mortar
This European Standard specifies the properties of aggregates and filler aggregates
obtained by processing natural, manufactured or recycled materials and mixtures of
these aggregates for use in mortar, e.g.,
a) masonry mortar,
b) floor/screed mortar,
c) surfacing of internal walls (plastering mortar),
d) rendering of external walls,
e) special bedding materials,
f) repair mortar,
g) grouts,
for buildings, roads and civil engineering works.

5.8.3. Seismic vulnerability and strengthening
European Project PERPETUATE (Performance-based approach to the earthquake protection
of cultural heritage in European and Mediterranean countries)
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93579/reporting/en
This project tries to translate into the European context the Italian approach to the
assessment of seismic vulnerability of the historical building.

5.8.4. Safety
European Directive 89/391/EEC of 12 June 1989 on the introduction of measures to
encourage improvements in the safety and health of workers at work
European Directive 92/57/CEE (24.06.1992) - concerning the minimum safety and health
requirements to be implemented in temporary or mobile work sites
These directives identify the roles of responsibility within the planning phases and the
execution of the works: client, project supervisor, self-employed person, coordinator for
safety in project stage and in the execution stage.
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